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About this report

This Progress Report 2010, together with the Annual Report 2010, constitutes the LEGO 

Group’s reporting commitment for the year. 

Principles for reporting 
The purpose of the Progress Report is to provide stakeholders with an overall fair and 

balanced picture of relevant Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) aspects, 

engagements, practices, and results for 2010 at corporate level. We believe that the 

Report satisfies this purpose. 

This Report also serves as the annual communication on progress (Progress Report) 

required by United Nations Global Compact and is the statutory statement on Corporate 

Social Responsibility according to section 99a of the Danish Financial Statements Act.

The Report is developed in accordance with the main reporting principles of the Sus-

tainability Reporting Guidelines from the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The selection 

of ESG aspects reported is based on a dialogue with stakeholders and suggestions 

from them. In addition, a materiality assessment is made based on among other the 

ISO 26000 framework. Furthermore, the Report builds on processes that are part of the 

LEGO Group’s daily operations. Important stakeholders include consumers, customers 

and partners, employees and their representatives, potential employees, non-govern-

mental organizations, and local communities affected by our operations.

 

We believe that this approach is consistent with the principles of inclusiveness, material-

ity and responsiveness required of reporting organizations by the voluntary standard 

AA1000 Accountability Principles drawn up by the Institute of Social and Ethical Account-

ability (AccountAbility). 

Report structure
The Report is designed following our value chain to focus on how we strive to reach 

ESG objectives and deliver on our ESG strategy, embed ESG the LEGO way, and account 

for the quality of our relationship with our stakeholders.

Basis for the report
The basis for the Report, scope, materiality determination, definitions, and calculation 

methods are described in “The basis of the report” section. The Report has been sub-

ject to external verification and the auditors’ statement can be seen in the “Assurance 

statement” section.
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SETTING ThE SCENE

 

●	 Production
  Billund, Kladno, Monterrey, 

Nyíregyháza
●	 LEGO Offices
●	 LEGO Stores
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snapshot performance overview

Our growth
•  Revenue has grown by 105% since 2006

•  We are approx. 4,900 colleagues more than in 2006 (approx. 100% 

increase)

•  We paid DKK 939 million in corporate income taxes to our local com-

munities and countries in 2010

Towards our key long-term strategic ESG targets
•  Zero product recalls: We met this target in 2010 and this target will 

remain our ambition going forward

•  Top 10 on employee safety: We have reduced our injury rate by 38% 

since 2009 and met our short-term target for 2010. We will continuously 

work towards achieving our long-term target of 0.6 per million working 

hours in 2015

•  Support learning to 101 million children: We supported learning to 

approx. 55 million children in 2010 and thereby met our short-term target 

for 2010. We will continuously work towards achieving our long-term tar-

get of reaching 101 million children in 2015

•  Minimum 100% renewable energy: We met our short term target for 2010 

on energy efficiency and started to outline our path to full independ-

ence on fossil energy in 2020

•  Zero waste: We reached our target for recycling our own waste and 

started initiatives to reduce waste in the LEGO Group value chain

SETTING ThE SCENE
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For waste and energy indicators, direct data comparison over years is not always relevant. This is mainly due to the change of the LEGO Group business model where the majority of manu-

facturing was in-sourced during 2008 and 2009.
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message from the CeO

The LEGO brand is known and loved worldwide for its 

ability to offer children a unique play experience. With 

not only the bricks but the LEGO experience itself 

being passed on from one generation to the next, the 

brand is constantly renewed and sustained, thereby 

enabling us to fulfil our mission of inspiring and devel-

oping the builders of tomorrow. 

I feel we are privileged to be able to grow significant-

ly and serve more customers and consumers with 

products each year, hence create more value for our 

stakeholders. Although this characteristic in itself can 

be said to have less negative impact on the environ-

ment compared to e.g. other consumption products 

that are used and disposed of immediately, we are 

fully aware of the responsibility we have to ensure 

that we can live up to our planet promise of a posi-

tive impact. Our growth is significant with revenue 

increasing 105% since 2006 and 37% since 2009 to 

DKK 16,014 million. We have doubled our number of 

employees since 2006, including adding approx. 1,200 

in 2010 to more than 9,800 at the end of 2010. Such 

growth creates more business and value for our part-

ners throughout the value chain and for the societies 

in which we operate. While growing our business, we 

have been able to ensure profit at a high level with  

DKK 3,718 million in 2010 (2,204 in 2009) and an operat-

ing margin at 31.1% (24.9% in 2009) consolidating our 

capital base for future investments with 1,218 after 

serving dividend, DKK 2,500 million, to our owners.

While we grow, we are also making progress on reach-

ing our current environmental, social and governance 

targets. In fact, we have made progress on all of them 

during the past year, but we are very aware that there 

is still work to be done.

To make the LEGO Group a successful business, we 

serve those who play with LEGO® products, and we 

earn our money in a responsible way. This is a well-

balanced business model that is a consequence of 

four things: 

1.  Great products and experiences: The basic busi-

ness idea is to produce building bricks that you 

can combine in an infinite number of ways and 

that encourage learning and creativity for genera-

tions throughout the bricks’ life time. Based on this 

idea, we are continuously focusing our innovation 

on the users’ agenda by introducing up-to-date 

themes and expanding our presence in the digital 

world.

2.  strong values: We have added approx. 4,900 

people to our unique culture since 2006 and are 

putting an effort into passing on our values to our 

new colleagues. Do we have enough culture car-

riers in the organization to ensure that our new 

“members” get the right cultural mindset? I believe 

so and am pleased to note that our new col-

leagues have absorbed our values well, are living 

them, and even helping us to renew our under-

standing of them. 

3.  efficient operations: During the past seven years, 

we have maintained a constant focus on improving 

the efficiency and effectiveness of operations, and 

we have significantly strengthened key capabilities 

in the organization. We will continue to improve our 

operating model in order to deliver value to all our 

stakeholders.  

4.  market and consumer access: We have built a 

strong access to consumers around the world 

through strong partnerships with our retail part-

ners. Through our own as well as third party con-

sumer touch points, we aim to create consistent 

and appealing brand experiences. Our marketing 

efforts are aimed at creating product demand and 

excitement, but also at enriching the experience of 

the products we sell. We constantly strive to mar-

ket our products in a way that respects children as 

consumers.

When I talk with some of our customers, partners, 

and other stakeholders, it is confirmed to me that we 

are on the right track with our efforts to embed ESG 

ambitions into our company DNA. however, there is no 

time for complacency, and we will continue to improve 

and set balanced business and ESG targets demon-

strating our ambitions going forward. The health of 

employees, diversity and inclusion strategies are are-

as we will be looking to further improve, for example. 

On these ESG topics, as on all others, we will strive to 

proactively and respectfully involve our stakeholders 

to better support our strategies and engagement.

With this Report, we hold ourselves accountable to 

our stakeholders and demonstrate where we are. 

Business acumen and prudence are prerequisites for 

long-term respect, recognition, and success in soci-

ety. We have well-designed and well-executed corpo-

rate governance in place which should help to ensure 

that in addition to advancing on our own ESG targets, 

we also live up to our commitment to the 10 principles 

of the UN Global Compact. We signed the Compact 

in 2003 as the first company in the industry and con-

tinue to support the initiative. 

Count on us to keep pursuing our vision to invent the 

future of play and do so in a balanced way that sup-

ports long-term sustainability. That is what successful 

means to the LEGO Group.

Jørgen Vig Knudstorp

President and CEO
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performance and  
target summary

When the Planet Promise which describes the 

responsibility agenda of the LEGO Group was defined 

late 2009, it was found important to also define a few, 

focused overall targets, primarily with the purpose to 

set the direction for the organization. This led to the 

definition of the following five targets:

0 product recalls
Zero product recalls has been a target for the LEGO 

Group for many years and is a prerequisite for doing 

business. however it is only possible to reach the 

target, if the processes to maintain that target are 

present. The target was reached in 2010, where no 

product recalls were made. For more information on 

product safety, please refer to the “Sustainable play” 

section.

Top 10 on employee safety
Since early days in the LEGO Group, the management 

has felt responsible for its employees. As we have an 

ambition to pioneer safety also for employees, a tar-

get was defined to be among the “top 10 companies 

globally”. This target is interpreted as a 2015 target on 

injury rate of 0.6 per million working hours (compared 

to a target in 2009 of 6.0 per million working hours).

however, this is still based on a vision of having zero 

accidents. The result for 2010 is an injury rate that is 

considerably reduced compared to 2009 as it ended 

at 3.0 - versus a 2010 target of 5.0. This means that we 

are already at the level which we had defined for 2012. 

The challenge in 2011 will be first of all to maintain the 

low level, but also to improve it further – to a defined 

2011 target of 2.0 per million working hours.

Support learning to 101 million children
Supporting children’s right to grow is the essence of 

what the LEGO Group is all about. LEGO® products 

and experiences help children to develop critical skills 

through systematic creativity. In its simplest form it is 

about using logic and reasoning, along with playful-

ness and imagination, to generate ideas and artefacts 

that are new, surprising and valuable. In an effort to 

define a quantitative target, we defined our support 

to children’s development through the number of 

children that we reach – both through sales (100 mil-

lion children in 2015), but also through reaching out to 

underprivileged children to whom LEGO products are 

economically out of reach (target of 1 million children 

in 2015) through charity. The targets for 2010 were to 

reach respectively 55 million and 382,500 children, and 

the targets were met. Read more in “The wider com-

munity” section.

Minimum 100% renewable energy
Not only do we work towards supporting children’s 

development. It is also important to take responsibility 

for ensuring a future planet for the children - and their 

children. Caring for nature is defined in two ways: 

First of all, we realize that the production of LEGO 

products impacts the climate. A renewable energy 

plan for 2020 is defined, where the 2015 target is to 

use minimum 50% renewable energy, increasing to 

100% renewable energy in 2020. In order to create 

transparency of our and other corporations’ activities 

on the climate agenda, we have joined as founding 

partner together with WWF, the UN Global Compact, 

the Global Wind Energy Counsel and others to estab-

lish a standard for the first consumer label, Wind-

Made™, which demonstrates our company’s commit-

ment and performance on using renewable energy. 

Secondly, there is also an initiative to continue our 

work on improving energy efficiency, Please refer to 

the “People & processes” section on Environmen-

tal Performance. In 2010 the target of reaching 10% 

energy efficiency improvement compared to 2007 has 

been met – as well as to define the plan going for-

ward.

0 waste
In order to also focus on other parts of the full value 

chain for LEGO products and especially in order to 

protect the nature’s scarce resources, a target of zero 

waste is introduced. This should first of all be interpret-

ed as a vision of creating more environmentally friend-

ly products, please refer to the Design4Planet initiative 

in the “Innovation” section. however, it also covers the 

focus on recycling waste generated internally, where 

in 2010 87% of the waste was recycled versus a target 

of 80%.
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The LeGO way

A stakeholder-driven brand
The LEGO® brand is subject to high expectations 

from our stakeholders. We realize that it is a brand 

known and recommended worldwide for its ability to 

offer children a unique play experience. The fact that 

not only the bricks but the LEGO experience itself are 

being passed on from one generation to the next tes-

tifies to the durability of the LEGO concept of play and 

to the longevity and sustainability of the brand over 

time.

Whenever we design a new product, engage in new 

product areas, communicate or advertise, or choose 

which other brands we will be associated with, we 

have to be true to what makes the LEGO brand 

unique. We have learned that valuable knowledge 

about what the LEGO product stands for can be 

found among our external stakeholders, and we have  

close stakeholder relationships that influence our stra-

tegic decisions. 

The LEGO Brand Promises
The way we run our business ’the LEGO way‘ is built 

upon our original spirit ’only the best is good enough‘ 

to achieve our mission of ‘inspiring and developing 

the builders of tomorrow‘. 

We want to pioneer new ways of playing, develop new 

play materials, and innovate the business models of 

play. It is not just about products. It is about using the 

products to encourage out-of-the-box thinking and 

helping children to realize their human potential and 

possibilities.

Our promises constitute directions as to what we 

strive to achieve when conducting our daily business 

and interacting with our stakeholders. By delivering on 

our promises we are well on our way to achieving our 

vision of ‘Inventing the future of play’. Our promises 

put into words the value we promise our stakeholders 

whether they are colleagues, business partners, soci-

ety or, of course most importantly, children. 

It is a task for everybody in our organization to con-

tinuously engage with each other to ensure that we 

all understand the essence of our promises, how they 

are interlinked, how we deliver on them when interact-

ing with our stakeholders. We developed the LEGO 

Brand Framework in 2008-09 and we are currently 

integrating related measures into our company proc-

esses and scorecards. Implementation and execution 

is supported by solid corporate governance and a 

management system framework as discussed in the 

“Corporate governance and policy summary” section.

We will refer to the promises consistently throughout 

this Report.

Play Promise: ’Joy of Building, Pride of Creation’
We want children to experience joy and pride when 

exploring their creative potential with our products 

and services; and we want parents to be certain that 

this ‘playful learning’ is developing the kind of skills 

and confidence that will prepare their children for the 

future.

People Promise: ’Succeed Together’
We want every employee to experience the strong 

sense of purpose, spirit of collaboration, creative 

adventure and execution excellence which character-

ize the LEGO Group at our very best.

SETTING ThE SCENE
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Partner Promise: ’Mutual Value Creation’
We want to ensure that working with the LEGO Group 

is a mutually rewarding and value enhancing experi-

ence for every organization that we seek to partner 

with, whether customers, business partners, or sup-

pliers.

Planet Promise: ‘Positive Impact’
We want to leave a positive impact in whatever 

we deal with – be it in respect to our stakeholders, 

through our deliveries or to the wider community. We 

are committed to caring for the society that our chil-

dren will inherit and to inspiring and enabling children 

to have a voice on the future society.

Embracing the responsibility agenda
The LEGO Group’s commitment to the responsibil-

ity agenda is contained in our vision of ‘inventing 

the future of play’, and underpins that children are in 

focus and that our aim is to leave them a future that 

will enable them to thrive and enjoy. The commitment 

is defined based on our foundation of values and is 

taking its starting point in our spirit: ‘Only the best is 

good enough’ – for the children – but also supported 

by stakeholder feedback and input. 

In our view, being responsible is a foundation for 

being long-term sustainable – also financially. There-

fore, the LEGO Group addresses responsibility topics 

through the way we operate as a company, thereby 

supporting environmental and social as well as finan-

cial sustainability.

Since 2003, the LEGO Group has supported and 

committed ourselves to the UN Global Compact. As 

this report demonstrates, the ten principles of the 

Global Compact are all addressed through our stake-

holder and value chain approach, and the principles 

continue to be highly relevant to us. Please refer to 

the “GRI and Global Compact overview & index” sec-

tion for an overview of the principles and references to 

activity descriptions.

We are addressing several important environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) aspects defined in vari-

ous consultations and engagements with our stake-

holders, as discussed in ”The Basis of the report” sec-

tion. We believe the following overall guiding principles 

help us stay focused in our efforts: 

1.  to pioneer safety by taking the lead in respect of 

safety towards consumers and employees; 

2.  to support children’s right to grow by fostering 

their ability to build core competencies in a playful 

way regardless of social status; 

3.  to care for nature by being a role model when 

it comes to integrating environmental and climate 

concerns in the entire value chain in order to sup-

port children’s right for a better tomorrow; and

4.  to engage in respectful stakeholder dialogue 

by being transparent, and ensuring an open and 

honest dialogue with stakeholder groups on issues 

that matter to them in order to meet or exceed 

their expectations to the LEGO Group

Accordingly, we are progressing in establishing long 

term targets. The long term targets as defined in 2009 

and their progress in 2010 appear from the perform-

ance overview in the “Snapshot performance over-

view” section.

“One thing that really surprised me when I came 

to work with the LEGO Group was the open doors 

culture. Members of the leadership take their time 

to go out and listen to our ideas and concerns. At 

the monthly ‘town hall meetings’, everybody can 

express themselves and is informed about and 

involved in challenges and key decisions. This 

practice encourages us to take more responsibility 

in our work tasks”

– Celina Perales, Import/Export Area Manager, 

LEGO Operaciones de México, S.A. de C.V

SETTING ThE SCENE
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ESG PERFORMANCE IN ThE VALUE ChAIN

esG performance  
in the value chain

innovation
When the design, materials, and 

properties of a LEGO® product 

are determined, this has 

a crucial influence on 

its impact throughout 

the value chain – from 

the consequences of 

extracting raw materials 

to the long-term imprint 

the product will leave in chil-

dren’s minds. Therefore, we bring our 

Planet Promise into play when an idea is 

conceived.

In this chapter our efforts within product development, 

raw material research and packaging innovation will 

be described. Design4Planet
The growing world population, its increased wealth 

and its demand for consumer products are currently 

resulting in a growing need for energy and materi-

als, and are therefore causing threefold global envi-

ronmental challenges: scarcity of material resources; 

higher energy need; and increase of waste. For the 

LEGO Group, all of these challenges are highly 

relevant. The core elements of LEGO products 

of today contain plastic polymers that are pri-

marily based on fossil oil resources, have 

high energy need during production and 

processing, and become potential waste 

elements after use. 

To minimize the waste potential we 

have focused on long durability and a 

unique compatibility that goes back 

more than 50 years. We realize that 

this might not be a sufficient focus 

in the longer perspective, and have 

found that now is the right time to 

start re-thinking the way we design 

our products and processes to sus-

tain and develop our business in the 

long term. We are well aware that the 

steps we have taken so far are only the 

beginning of a long journey towards fully 

sustainable products.

Materials

Production

Use

Next life

Transport The LEGO Group long-term strive for a closed-loop value chain, 

ideally eliminating extraction of non-renewable natural resourc-

es and waste.

Innovation

Supply

End of life

Sustainable
play

Bringing
products to

market

People
Processes
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The LEGO Group’s new approach to sustainable 

product design, referred to as ’Design4Planet‘ (D4P), 

focuses on the fact that product design holds a big 

part of the solution to environmental challenges as the 

design and material choices have high environmental 

impact throughout the value chain. With D4P we are 

working to set new standards for the toy industry in 

integrating environmental and climate concerns in the 

entire value chain related to product design, in order 

to create transparency, and to ensure an open and 

honest dialogue with stakeholders on issues that mat-

ter to them. This vision is directly linked to our Planet 

Promise and follows the guiding principles of caring 

for nature and engaging in respectful stakeholder dia-

logue (please refer to “The LEGO way” section).

D4P is inspired by the concept of Cradle to Cradle®1) 
design, combined with the more traditional Life Cycle 

Assessment2) view enabling us to learn more about 

materials, substances, and processes. We see some 

promising opportunities in this direction but also need 

to stress that it will likely be adjusted as we continue 

to become more knowledgeable about possibilities 

and limitations for us and our partners. 

Our initiatives covered by the D4P program are cat-

egorized in five different projects as described below.

1)  Cradle to Cradle® design refers to a production process where products are developed for closed-loop systems in which every output ingredient is safe and beneficial – either to biodegrade naturally and restore the soil 

(called a biological nutrient), or to be fully recycled into high-quality materials for subsequent product generations (called a technical nutrient).

2)  Life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a process of evaluating the effects that a product has on the environment over the entire period of its life thereby increasing resource-use efficiency and decreasing liabilities. It can be 

used to study the environmental impact of either a product or the function the product is designed to perform. 

1. mATeriAL ChemisTry 
  The first aim of the Material Chemistry project is to evaluate all materi-

als used for LEGO elements by using a standardized method for 
categorization. The method evaluates the substances’ impact on the 
environment and will result in a categorization of all substances in all 
core materials. The goal is to phase out substances which have an 
undesirable environmental impact. 

  During the process, we want to communicate transparently to our 
stakeholders about the materials and chemical composition of LEGO 
products, and collaborate strategically with our material suppliers in 
order to spark joint innovation and find the best solutions for substi-
tuting environmentally undesirable substances.

  The learnings of the project will be integrated in current processes 
already having focus on product safety, high quality, legal compli-
ance, technical and logistical constraints and finding economic 
sound solutions.

2. enVirOnmenTAL CerTifiCATiOn
  During the next 10 years it is our ambition that all LEGO branded 

products must comply with relevant voluntary environmental certifica-
tion standards. 

  The benefit of focusing on environmental certification of our products 
is that the requirements to be met are defined. In this way, internal 
focus is effectively directed towards the design of more environmen-
tally friendly products also outside the core LEGO products. 

3. reduCed And COmpOsTAbLe prinT & pACkAGinG
  The LEGO Packaging System holds a special opportunity as the 

packaging materials are optimized to easily being separated into 
relatively pure waste fractions. But this is long-term not seen to be 
sufficient.

  Consumers and legislators are generally very concerned about 
packaging, continuously looking for less and thereby a more environ-
mentally friendly packaging. The aim of this D4P stream is to further 
investigate how packaging can be optimized in an environmental 
perspective e.g. by securing that all packaging and printed mate-
rials for all LEGO branded products are sourced from sustainable 
resources, to a high extent consist of recycled content, and that they 
are long-term compostable.

4. desiGn fOr disAssembLy
  On the journey towards zero waste it becomes very important that 

products can be disassembled into base elements of materials. 
Each element of material can then be reused as raw materials for 
new products. When it comes to sub-assemblies and the electronic 
elements of our products, we also see an opportunity to encourage 
innovation at our suppliers to make products more environmentally 
friendly. 

5. reTurn sOLuTiOns 
  LEGO products are reputed to be extremely long-lived, passed on 

from one generation to another or re-sold while maintaining a consid-
erable share of their value. however, there may be consumers who 
wish to dispose of used or damaged LEGO products in an environ-
mentally best possible way. We will investigate the possibilities of how 
to handle this as an important step in fully living the implementation 
of environmental optimization.

desiGn4pLAneT

Reduced and compostable print & packaging
As mentioned in the Design4Planet section, we test the possibilities of 
reducing the amount of packaging, saving both cardboard for packaging, 
fuel for transportation, and waste. As part of the overall effort to reduce 
unnecessary impacts from packaging, a dedicated project team has been 
set up to explore and test new packaging material, processes, and play 
proposition within packaging. Various initiatives and ideas will be evaluated 
and tested starting from 2011 and onwards. One idea is to reduce the size 
of the boxes. 
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supply

Supply
The LEGO Group is built on a fundamental belief that 

people should be treated with respect and dignity. 

This belief is also expressed through our Code of 

Conduct (please refer to the “Corporate governance 

and policy summary” section) which not only applies 

to our own people, but also to the people working for 

our suppliers and vendors. We seek to focus specifi-

cally on issues that are relevant in the region of the 

supplier location. 

This chapter describes how we are working to ensure 

acceptable working conditions in our supply chain 

by engaging in dialogue with different stakeholder 

groups and requiring improvements from non-compli-

ant suppliers.

Supplier audit and dialogue
The LEGO Group has a number of fundamental 

beliefs regarding working conditions that we strive 

to live up to. These include the minimum age for full-

time employment at the age of completion of com-

pulsory schooling and, as a minimum, 15 years. We 

further support the rights of our employees as well 

as those of our suppliers to join trade unions and to 

bargain collectively. Finally, we fundamentally believe 

that the number of working hours should not exceed 

60 hours/week. 

For ICTI Care vendors, further discussed at page 13, 

the LEGO Group accepts the best category of suppli-

ers - class A - who is allowed to work a maximum of 

66 hours/week. All vendors to the LEGO Group, apply-

ing to the LEGO Code of Conduct or the ICTI Care 
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rules, must be in compliance with the requested level 

of working hours within one year of failing an audit. 

The LEGO Group will continuously work to lower the 

bar for ICTI Care vendors to meet a maximum of 60 

hours/week in accordance with the recommendations 

from ILO

Those of our suppliers and vendors that are produc-

ing raw materials, components, and finished LEGO®  

products – the so-called BOM (bill of material) suppli-

ers – have to adhere to our Code of Conduct and a 

number of product quality and safety requirements. All 

new potential BOM suppliers and vendors are system-

atically pre-audited and categorized according to their 

performance and compliance with our standards. 

Depending on the audit results, the potential suppli-

ers and vendors are either not accepted to our sup-

plier list, presented with improvement requirements, or 

immediately accepted. In order to focus our attention 

on the most relevant of our approx. 120 BOM suppli-

ers, we have categorized them in such a way that 

the geographical location of the supplier and results 

from the previous audits determine the frequency of 

future audits. In this way, we can focus our attention 

on those of our suppliers, who have the highest risk of 

non-conformities.

“In my opinion, workers are the most important 

stakeholders, in terms of Code of Conduct. Getting 

close to workers and listening to their perspec-

tive is a good way to verify whether our Code of 

Conduct is adhered to. During my supplier audits, I 

therefore try to approach workers and encourage 

them to express their concerns which will be feed-

back to factory management, and tell them basic 

labour rights and raise their awareness on poten-

tial hazards. Where possible, I advise suppliers 

how to solve any non-conformity by demonstrating 

or instructing them directly during the audit, which 

has proved very efficient. In this way we live our 

Partner Promise of mutual value creation by help-

ing our suppliers to empower and protect their 

workers.”

John Kuang, Code of Conduct Manager LEGO 

Hong Kong & Shenzhen Procurement

In 2010, 33 Code of Conduct supplier audits (which 

include all BOM suppliers in high risk countries) were 

performed by external auditors and 33 supplier quality 

audits were performed by internal auditors in accord-

ance with our target for audit frequency. The Code 

of Conduct audits revealed a total of 66 major non-

conformities at suppliers, while the number of major 

quality non-conformities was 26. During the follow-up 

audits, we found that all major non-conformities had 

been solved as agreed and could conclude that our 

targets for quality and Code of Conduct at suppliers 

were met.

The LEGO Group has been committed to the ICTI 

(International Council of Toy Industries) Care Proc-

ess since 1 January 2006 (Date Certain commitment). 

The ICTI Care Process is the international toy indus-

try’s ethical manufacturing program to promote ethi-

cal manufacturing through a monitoring program for 

the participating factories with focus on China, hong 

Kong and Macau. The Date Certain Program is an inte-

grated part of the ICTI Care Process. It is a program 

to obtain commitment from toy brands and retailers 

that, as of a specific, future date (Date Certain), buyers 

will only contract products manufactured by factories 

that are in the ICTI Care Process. As per 1 January 

2011 the LEGO Group has 12 direct and extended line 

suppliers that are certified by the ICTI Care Process 

– all located in China. These suppliers are audited via 

the ICTI Care Process. The LEGO Group has access 

to the audit reports and reviews them continuously. 

Should any major non-conformities with LEGO stand-

ards be observed, the LEGO Group will contact the 

suppliers and, if relevant, conduct on-site inspection 

to check if corrective action is implemented.

The LEGO Group’s approach to supplier responsibil-

ity goes beyond the requirement of a supplier sign-

ing our Code of Conduct and auditing suppliers to 

evaluate their compliance. We 

are also engaging in active 

supplier dialogue by introduc-

ing our expectations for the 

supply chain and discussing 

with our suppliers how these 

expectations may be met, 

thereby accomplishing our 

partner promise of ‘mutual 

value creation’ via professional 

and creative cooperation. In 2010, we conducted work-

shops with Core Line and Extended Line suppliers in 

the Czech Republic, Denmark, Mexico, US, and China 

to inform them about and discuss our Code of Con-

duct requirements. 

IN My OPINION, WORKERS 
ARE ThE MOST IMPORTANT 
STAKEhOLDER IN TERMS OF 
CODE OF CONDUCT. 
John Kuang, Code of Conduct Manager 

LEGO Hong Kong & Shenzhen Procurement

ESG PERFORMANCE IN ThE VALUE ChAIN

The LEGO Group’s audit segmentation model defines the audit frequency for suppliers 

and helps us focus on the most relevant areas of concern.
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“The content of this workshop was very impressive 

to me as our company like the LEGO Group has a 

good brand in the world. Therefore, we have to fulfil 

our social responsibility to improve the world.” 

Anonymous evaluation by participant at workshop 

in Denmark

“The LEGO Group is among BASF’s top 5 European 

ABS polymer buyers. Over the later years our tradi-

tional supplier-customer relationship has turned into 

a partnership with open discussions about quality 

and sustainability issues of materials, products and 

processes. With our combined know-how, we can 

reach a higher level within the field of efficient, high 

quality polymer production. As an example, in early 

2010 we have worked together to increase the effi-

ciency of a production mould platform at the LEGO 

headquarter.”

– Claes Torkelsson, Key Account Manager Styrenic 

Polymers, BASF

The LEGO Group Code of Conduct supplier audit 

process helps us to ensure appropriate and in-time 

follow up on critical issues.

In 2011, the LEGO Group will start conducting unan-

nounced audits, and we have planned that five to ten 

of our audits will be unannounced on a trial basis. The 

audits will increasingly focus on freedom of associa-

tion and our suppliers’ attitude towards ethical sourc-

ing, in particular working conditions and working 

hours, and ongoing site visits by staff and manage-

ment

NGO involvement in the supply chain
The LEGO Group welcomes input from other parties 

in order to improve our performance. Also in 2010, 

we have been in dialogue with customers as well 

as NGOs who are interested in our suppliers’ actual 

performance on employee rights, working conditions 

as well as environmental performance. We value this 

dialogue very highly as we believe that dialogue can 

benefit both parties’ understanding of potentially com-

plicated issues and supports the continuous improve-

ment of responsible sourcing.  

As an example, in October 2010 we had a dialogue 

with the campaign “Stop Toying Around” which is a 

consortium between five different NGOs, supported 

by the European Commission, which has a com-

mon goal to achieve fair working conditions in the 

toy production. Our experience with this dialogue has 

confirmed that good dialogue can create a common 

understanding, and we will continue having construc-

tive dialogues with appropriate NGOs in the future.

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or long-term

Impact of 

CoC audits 

conducted at 

suppliers

Make findings at 

conducted audits 

lead to positive 

change at the sup-

plier and deliver the 

real value of audits

All major CoC non-

conformities found 

in 2010 at supplier 

audits solved within 

the agreed time-

frame

Achieved. 

All non-conformities 

solved as agreed 

All major CoC non-con-

formities found at supplier 

audits solved in accord-

ance with the corrective 

action plan*

Impact of 

quality audits 

conducted at 

suppliers

Make findings at 

conducted audits 

lead to positive 

change at the sup-

plier and deliver the 

real value of audits

All major quality 

non-conformities 

found in 2010 at 

supplier audits 

solved within the 

agreed timeframe

Achieved. 

All non-conformities 

solved as agreed

All major quality non-con-

formities found at supplier 

audits solved in accord-

ance with the corrective 

action plan*

TArGeTs fOr suppLy

*Note that the target 2011 have changed. Please refer to “The basis of the report” section.

step 4: sign Global purchase 
Agreement

After max. 1 month

If accepted or conditionally accepted

step 1: pre audit request
(for new supplier in medium/high risk only)

step 2: pre audit

step 3: pre audit approval
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people and processes

Our people
The steep growth of the LEGO Group business is only 

made possible by the skills, dedication, and commit-

ment of our people and at times, securing and sus-

taining this growth makes great demands on these 

people as well. We strive to address this proactive-

ly and to be aware of the impact on the well-being 

and job satisfaction of our employees. At the same 

time, we are pleased to welcome thousands of new 

employees to our organization – we included approx. 

4,900 new employees in our workforce since 2006 

including approximately 1,200 in 2010. Making sure that 

each and every one of our new colleagues internalize 

and live our unique LEGO culture is a very important 

task for our organization.

This section describes how we are trying to main-

tain and improve the well-being, safety and satisfac-

tion of our growing population of LEGO employees, 

and thereby live our People Promise of succeeding 

together.

Expanding the global workforce
Forming the foundation of our culture, our unique 

corporate values can be traced back to the founder 

of the LEGO business, Ole Kirk Kristiansen. One may 

think that this culture - developed, lived, and con-

solidated over decades – might well be challenged 

as we now vastly grow the business. Add to that the 

many new business part-

ners we deal with as we 

expand our global pres-

ence. 

If we could not handle 

this well – if our values, our 

spirit, our promises, vision, and mission were 

badly understood and practiced inconsistently 

throughout our global organization – we would 

put the LEGO® brand at risk. Rules and policies help 

us to stay on track, but the LEGO way provides our 

purpose, essence, and art of doing business. 

On almost any account we can measure, we do well 

at embedding the LEGO way into our growing busi-

ness. For example, our key indicators show increased 

motivation and satisfaction and a better-than-ever 

workplace safety, and our new colleagues seem to 

have no problems relating to our values.

We may even say that our new employees at both 

new and existing business sites subscribe to the 

LEGO way in different, sometimes more explicit, some-

times challenging ways which proves to us that our 

unique way of doing this is as robust and dynamic 

as we want it to be. The exist-

ing part of the organization 

can explore with the newcom-

ers how the LEGO way may 

help us to further improve our 

business.

We believe that a major ena-

bler is the strong emphasis 

our senior leadership has 

placed on corporate culture as an execution vehicle 

in recent years, focusing on behavioral aspects and 

the use of role models rather than authority.

During 2010, we have made major improvements to 

our recruitment strategy and processes gearing the 

organization to our new reality by enabling us to hire 

and onboard the right people in the right way and for 

candidates to positively select the LEGO Group. 

“For me, a promise means a commitment. In Mex-

ico, we are putting the LEGO Brand Promises into 

practice in a very concrete way through our ‘clutch 

IN ThIS WAy, WE ARE TRyING 
TO ADAPT ThE LEGO CUL-
TURE TO OUR OWN LOCAL 
WAyS OF WORKING.
Celina Perales, Import/Export Area Manager, 

LEGO Operaciones de México, S.A. de C.V.
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power teams’, where we come up with ideas to 

solve problems in the production and to help our 

local community. Through our clutch power teams, 

we have found new ways of recycling some of our 

waste. Another result is that we have offered an 

opportunity for a mentally challenged person to 

come and work with us in a job that fits well with 

this person’s special abilities. In this way, we are 

trying to adapt the LEGO culture to our own local 

ways of working.” 

– Celina Perales, Import/Export Area Manager, 

LEGO Operaciones de México, S.A. de C.V.

People and culture 
At the end of every year, we ask our employees about 

their perception of the LEGO Group as a workplace 

via our Employee Pulse survey. The results are used 

to identify improvement areas on Group and depart-

mental levels. In 2009, the result of the Employee 

Pulse gave rise to a new target for 2010, which aims to 

raise our employees’ perception of the LEGO Group 

as a company that is living its People Promise. In most 

of our departments, the People Promise Score was 

improved in 2010, but not as much as we had antici-

pated and our target was therefore not met. 

In December 2010, the LEGO Group reworked parts of 

the People & Culture strategy to support the develop-

ment of an adaptive organization that balances per-

formance and health. The overall direction is to build 

strong leadership and cooperation in a healthy and 

agile company where our people feel engaged and 

committed to be and do their best. This involves creat-

ing a professional and scalable hR platform that sup-

ports effective and efficient hR core processes that 

are integrated and standardized across the company.

The strategy describes areas that need focus until 2015 

to deliver on our People Promise of succeeding togeth-

er. The purpose is to help our people to perform at their 

best, be real, and embrace diversity. We believe that the 

initiatives will also benefit the enduring performance 

and health of our business by attracting, retaining, and 

developing the right people. The initiatives are:

•  To create a professional and scalable hR platform 

that supports effective and efficient hR core proc-

esses that are integrated and standardized across 

the company;

•  To embed the People Promise and remove off-

brand experiences in every way we conduct our hR 

core processes;

•  To foster more internally recruited leaders and 

increase the leadership quality at all levels;

•  To integrate talent management in the hR process-

es to ensure visible paths and development oppor-

tunities for our people at all levels;

•  To develop a shared reward framework that will 

increase the value of the costs associated with 

reward and align the way we lead, manage and 

engage people via our reward value proposition.

In 2011, by implementing the People and Culture strat-

egy, our target is to improve the results of the yearly 

employee satisfaction measurement (Employee Pulse) 

for People Promise at 80% of our departments. 

We also set a target for 2010 to increase the dedica-

tion to our business integrity among our leaders. We 

wanted to make sure that all employees at Director 

level and above (Directors+) had received our new train-

ing in business integrity (Directors+ comprises senior 

management and management). As 98% of our Direc-

tors+ had received the training by the end of 2010 we 

were very close to reaching the target. For the following 

year, we will continue with the target and secure that 

all Directors+ will receive training biennially in Business 

Integrity (for definitions, please refer to “The basis of 

the report” section). Besides the Directors+ population 

several employees working directly with customers and 

suppliers have been enrolled in the training.

Gender diversity
In the LEGO Group, we have acknowledged the benefit 

of a fair share of women in leadership, as a variety of 

opinions, backgrounds, and thinking styles are proven 

to contribute to better decision outcomes. Therefore, 

we set a target for 2010 of at least 25% women in new 

promotions and recruitments for positions at Director 

level and above (Directors+). We attained 32% female 

recruitment for high positions in 2010, the number being 

41% when it comes to internal recruitment. This shows 

that we are well on the way to establish career oppor-

tunities that appeal to female employees. Our future 

focus will be on improving the percentage of women 

recruited externally and maintaining the internal level.

TArGeT fOr peOpLe And CuLTure

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 
2010

Target 2011 or 
long-term

Living the 
People 
Promise

Secur-
ing that 
the LEGO 
People 
Promise 
is imple-
mented

Improvement 
of employee 
score for 
People Prom-
ise for more 
than 66% of 
departments 
compared to 
2008 

Not achieved. 
Improvement 
measured in 
51% of depart-
ments. Even 
though behind 
on target in 
2010, the ambi-
tious target for 
2011 is kept.

Improvement of 
employee score 
for People Promise 
for more than 80% 
of departments, 
compared to 2008.

Business 
integrity 
and anti-
corruption

Secure 
embed-
ding of 
the LEGO 
business 
integrity 
and fraud 
standard 
to avoid 
corruption, 
bribery, etc.

All Directors+ 
trained in busi-
ness integrity 
biennially end 
2010

Not achieved. 
98% of Direc-
tors+ were 
trained.

All Directors+ 
trained in 
business integrity 
biennially end 2011
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We have a broader perspective on diversity and due 

to our global mindset, it is our intention to work on 

more frontiers, among other nationality diversity.

Motivation and satisfaction
Every year, the satisfaction and overall attitude of 

LEGO employees is measured via our Pulse survey. 

The purpose is to reveal our strengths and improve-

ment areas in order to ensure the continued motiva-

tion and engagement of our employees. The survey is 

set up to enable a benchmark option to other com-

parable companies by a point system, and the LEGO 

Group has set a long-term target of being 10 points 

ahead of our benchmarks. In 2010, we have already 

achieved this target, and the results indicate that we 

have succeeded in building a high level of motivation 

among the many new employees. Also our people 

manager population has shown a strong motivational 

leap. Going forward, we will focus on strengthening 

openness and trust, improve the opportunities for 

employees on all levels to feel their job allows them to 

make best use of their talents and thereby continue 

to increase the overall motivation and satisfaction in 

the company. 

Work-life balance 
One of the potential pitfalls of being a highly engaged 

organization is the risk of employees pushing them-

selves and each other too hard, driven both by per-

sonal enthusiasm and by a strong commitment to 

the many tasks at hand. In 2010, we have dealt with 

the challenges of work-life balance by adding more 

people to those parts of our organization that have 

shown to be under excessive pressure, and employee 

dialogue and establishing clear and shared priorities. 

The result of our efforts is that we are continuing to 

TArGeTs fOr Gender diVersiTy, mOTiVATiOn And sATisfACTiOn And WOrk-Life bALAnCe

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or 
long-term

Gender diversity To ensure a bal-
anced diversity by 
supporting career 
development for 
female employees

The female share 
of new promotions 
and recruitments 
at Directors+ level ≥ 
25% end 2010

Achieved. 
Female share is 
32%

The female share 
of new promotions 
and recruitments 
at Directors+ level ≥ 
30% end 2011

Motivation and sat-
isfaction

Secure highly moti-
vated and satis-
fied employees by 
e.g. focusing on 
securing the LEGO 
image and an excit-
ing daily work expe-
rience

Employee score 
for Motivation & 
Satisfaction ≥ 10 
points above global 
benchmark end 
2010

Achieved. 
Employee score 
measured to be 12 
points above global 
benchmark

Keep up target level 
from 2010

Work-life balance Secure the right 
balance between 
work and private life

Employee score for 
work-life balance ≥ 
global benchmark 
end 2010

Achieved. 
Employee score 
measured to be 4 
points above global 
benchmark

Keep up target level 
from 2010
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score above our global benchmark on work-life bal-

ance measurements, thus meeting our 2010 target, 

even through this challenging period of rapid growth. 

We will continue to take action whenever important 

work-life issues occur.

Health and safety 
The health and safety of LEGO employees – espe-

cially of those who are daily in touch with our produc-

tion machinery – has been the object of special atten-

tion in 2010. We have defined global standards for 

follow-up on accidents as well as near-misses. Locally, 

we have run awareness campaigns customized for 

each target group to draw everyone’s attention to the 

importance of safety issues.

OHSAS 18001 certification
It is our ambition to achieve health and safety certi-

fications according to the OhSAS 18001 standard on 

all LEGO sites with more than 100 employees, and we 

have met the ambition. Those of our sites that were 

certified according to this standard in 2008 and 2009 

have already in 2010 shown that the systematic focus 

on continuous improvement required by the standard 

is fruitful. 

Local health and safety initiatives
•  It is our long-term global target to be among Top 

10 on employee safety. In addition to our systemat-

ic global certification approach, a large number of 

local initiatives that are customized to the functions 

and local conditions of our sites worldwide are para-

mount to reaching our very ambitious target. Some 

of these initiatives include:

•  At our production sites, our Corporate Governance 

and Sustainability departmentt collaborates with 

local production planning departments to launch 

a new initiative for “proactive safety”, encouraging 

every employee to submit ideas for safety improve-

ments. 

•  At the LEGO sites in Denmark, hungary and Mexico, 

we have arranged “health days” where employees 

are offered health checks and given advice for how 

to obtain a healthier lifestyle. 

•  For our sales offices, we have developed a guideline 

for ensuring the safety of employees when travelling 

in the course of duty.

Our target for 2015 is to achieve a position in top 10 

globally on safety. To reach this target, we aim at an 

injury rate at only 0.6 injuries per million working hours 

in 2015 based on a vision of zero injuries. In 2010 we 

managed to reduce the injury rate from 4.8 in 2009 to 

3.0, which is well below our 2010 target. In 2011 we will 

work to further improve our safety, and reach an injury 

rate of maximum 2.0 per million working hours. 

On the health side, we set a target for sick leave in 

2010 of a maximum of 3.5%, which was reached with 

only 2.2% sick leave. We will strive to keep up the good 

health and low sick leave in 2011 with a target of maxi-

mum 2.6% sick leave.

External audits conducted at our main LEGO sites 

within environmental, health and safety revealed eight 

major non-conformities related to legal and standard 

requirements (for example legal check of gate), train-

ing, maintenance and general risk (missing alarm sys-

tem). This means that our target of zero major non-

conformities was not met. All the found non-conform-

ities have been solved or are in the process of being 

solved within set deadline, and we will continue with 

our zero non-conformity target in 2011.

TArGeTs fOr heALTh And sAfeTy

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or long-term

healthy working environ-

ment

Secure low sick leave rate Sick leave ≤ 3.5% end 2010 Achieved. 

Sick leave is 2.2% 

 Sick leave ≤ 2,6% end 

2011

Safe work place Secure low injury rate Injuries with absence ≤ 5.0 

per million working hours 

end 2010

Achieved. 

Injury rate is 3.0 per million 

working hours

Injuries with absence ≤ 2.0 

per million working hours 

end 2011

Safe work place Secure low severity of the 

injuries that may happen

Absence rate due to inju-

ries ≤ 0.32 per 1,000 work-

ing hours end 2010

Achieved. 

Absence rate due to inju-

ries is 0.29 per 1,000 work-

ing hours

Absence rate due to inju-

ries ≤ 0.26 per 1,000 work-

ing hours end 2011

health & safety manage-

ment system

Secure certification of all 

major LEGO sites in order 

to strengthen focus and 

follow-up

Percentage of employees 

working at OhSAS 18001 

certified sites > 80%* end 

2010

Achieved. 

Percentage of employees 

working at OhSAS 18001 

certified sites is 84%

Target omitted from 2011

Environmental, health & 

Safety (EhS) on all main 

LEGO sites

Secure that all LEGO sites 

live up to the set stand-

ards

No major EhS non-con-

formities found at main 

LEGO sites in 2010

Not achieved. 

8 major non-conformities 

were found

No major EhS non-con-

formities found at main 

LEGO sites in 2011

*  Target has been adjusted from 90% in the 2009 Progress Report to 80% during 2010. By mistake employees from LEGO Brand Retail Stores have been included in the numbers. Brand Retail Store employees are 

however not covered by our OHSAS certificates and should not be included. 
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Our processes
In the LEGO Group, we are fortunate to run a busi-

ness that can grow significantly and serve more cus-

tomers and consumers with our products each year 

with modest negative impact on the environment and 

the climate. That does not mean that we will minimize 

our efforts to improve our environmental performance.

This section shows our ambitions and activities to 

improve the efficiency of our business in terms of 

environmental, climate, and quality measures as well 

as the results for the year.  

Environmental performance
The LEGO Group has a long tradition of optimizing 

production processes with the aim of saving energy 

and resources and minimizing waste. The rationale 

for this is not only to be found in environmental pro-

tection, as expressed in our Planet Promise and our 

identification of energy and waste as our most sig-

nificant environmental impacts. It also has a direct 

positive influence on the financial performance of the 

company as the value of saved resources eventually 

contributes to our bottom line.

Energy efficiency
With our ultimate target of achieving total independ-

ence of fossil energy, the logical first step of the 

LEGO Group has been to minimize our total energy 

consumption, thus also reducing the investment or 

cost burden for renewable energy sources. A number 

of energy saving investments initiated in 2009 have 

started to show their full potential in 2010, where the 

energy efficiency has been measured to be 60% 

higher than in 2007, thereby far exceeding our 2010 

target (for definition of energy efficiency, please refer 

to “The basis of the report” section) which was set in 

2006. On our path towards reaching this level, we have 

launched energy saving projects in several areas as 

described below. Our new target for energy efficiency 

is to improve by 5% yearly towards 2015 (with 2010 as 

base).

Other initiatives for energy saving in 2010 include the 

introduction of intelligent lighting, optimization of the 

compressed air system, and local testing of new ener-

gy efficient production techniques. In 2010, we have 

also tested a new technology to replace the current 

hydraulic pressure moulding of the LEGO bricks in 

our Mexican production site. 

Waste reduction
The total waste quantities of the LEGO Group have 

been reduced compared to the increase in produc-

 

One crucial initiative has been to pioneer a new way of using fresh air for cooling 

in our ventilation system on the Danish production site. Usually, cooling systems 

re-use the warm air from inside the buildings, which causes extensive energy 

consumption. Instead, we are leveraging outside air which is already cool when 

admitted to the buildings. To overcome the risk of exposing our employees to 

draught, we have managed to down-scale the air flow in our ventilation system 

to an optimal level. Without compromising the indoor climate, the system has 

proven to not only save the energy spent on cooling, but also the energy used 

to operate our ventilation – a total saving of 4.6 million kilowatt hours per year, 

corresponding to approx. 2,000 tons of CO2.
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tion volume in 2010. We have set an ultimate long-term 

goal of zero waste, implying that all waste will be recy-

cled in either our own production or by others. As an 

example of effective direct recycling, the plastic waste 

from our moulding machines is passed through 

grinders and returned directly to the machines, sav-

ing both raw materials, waste handling, and waste dis-

posal costs. The goal of 80% recycled waste in 2010 

was already exceeded in 2009, where the percentage 

of recycled waste reached 88%. 

In 2010, we have worked to maintain the level of recy-

cling by running campaigns for awareness of waste 

handling among our employees in Mexico, hungary, 

and the Czech Republic. In the Mexican and hungar-

ian sites, these campaigns – along with finding recy-

cling options for electronic and hazardous waste – 

have increased the recycling percentage to over 90%. 

At the Czech Republic site, however, we have met 

some challenges in finding recycling options for con-

struction waste from the construction of an extension 

on the site. The quantity of this construction waste has 

influenced the final result in such a way that the recy-

cling percentage has dropped by 1 percent point to 

87% compared to 2009, which is still well above our 

target. 

Environmental improvements are not just making 

sense at LEGO production sites. In the US sales 

office, a “Green Team” is established to find energy 

savings and run environmental and social awareness 

campaigns locally. The strategy of the Green Team is 

to make impactful, yet simple changes that will send 

a clear message about the direction we intend to pur-

sue regarding sustainability and to encourage small 

changes in behavior that will, in turn, evolve into fun-

damental changes to the mindsets of our people. In 

2010, nine activities were initiated of which five have 

been completed, e.g. single stream recycling where 

all recycled materials can be placed in one container. 

Besides continuing the work with the remaining activi-

ties from 2010, twelve new activities are planned for 

2011. 

Code of Conduct performance
The LEGO Group Code of Conduct must be observed 

both by our suppliers as well as the LEGO Group 

itself. To secure this, external auditors conduct audits 

at main LEGO sites. 

In 2010 the external audits conducted at our main 

LEGO sites within Code of Conduct revealed one 

major non-conformity related to working hours. This 

means that our target of zero major non-conformities 

was not met. The found non-conformity has been 

solved, and we will continue with our zero non-con-

formity target in 2011.

TArGeTs fOr enVirOnmenTAL perfOrmAnCe, COde Of COnduCT & QuALiTy

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or long-term

Energy efficiency Focus on energy savings 

to optimize energy use

Energy efficiency index ≥ 

110 end 2010 compared 

to 2007

Achieved.

Index is 160

Energy efficiency 5% high-

er than in 2010*

Waste management Focus on recycling of 

waste

Recycle 80% of total regis-

tered waste end 2010

Achieved.

87% of waste is recycled

Recycle ≥ 85% of total reg-

istered waste 

Code of conduct on all 

main LEGO sites

Secure that all LEGO sites 

live up to the set stand-

ards

No major code of conduct 

non-conformities found at 

main LEGO sites in 2010

Not achieved. 

1 major non-conformity 

was found

No major quality non-

conformities found at main 

LEGO sites in 2011

Product quality on all main 

LEGO sites

Secure that all LEGO sites 

live up to the set stand-

ards

No major quality non-

conformities found at main 

LEGO sites in 2010

Not achieved. 

5 major non-conformities 

were found

No major quality non-

conformities found at main 

LEGO sites in 2011

*Note that the calculation method for energy efficiency has changed in 2011, and a new target has been set. Please refer to “The basis of the report” section.

 “Small streams make a mighty river”
The LEGO headquarters in Billund, Denmark, 
hosts our central administration as well as two 
separated production sites, and covers an area 
with some distance between the buildings. 
To promote environmentally friendly transport 
internally in the LEGO headquarters, we have 
acquired 40 bicycles for our employees to use 
when travelling between buildings. Besides 
reducing the number of short car trips, known 
for causing relatively high negative impact on the 
environment, we believe the physical exercise will 
benefit the well-being and health of the users.
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Quality performance
For the LEGO Group, quality means continuously 

challenging ourselves to deliver the best possible toys 

that provide children with exceptional opportunities to 

learn and develop while also benefiting our local com-

munity and partners. It is all about ensuring that what 

we do is fit for purpose and caters to the expecta-

tions and needs of our stakeholders. The quality of 

our products is decisive for their durability and safety, 

and thereby the sustained value of the play experi-

ence. Therefore, quality is one of our core values. 

External audits conducted at our main LEGO sites 

within quality revealed five major non-conformities 

related to process improvements. This means that our 

target of zero major non-conformities was not met. All 

the found non-conformities have been solved or are 

in the process of being solved, and we will continue 

with our zero non-conformity target in 2011. 

In 2010 we have challenged our third party auditors 

to be more aggressive. This resulted in more non-

conformities compared to 2009. Even though we did 

not reach the target we see this as an effective way to 

improve our quality management system. 
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bringing products to market

On a LEGO® product’s journey from our distribution 

centers to the hands of a LEGO builder, it has to pass 

through several links such as distributors, retailers, 

and buyers. The success of this journey is defined by 

the way we cooperate closely with our partners and 

communicate and advertise effectively and responsi-

bly about the products to children and their parents. 

Thus, our distribution and marketing activities are 

driven both by our Partner Promise of ‘succeeding 

together’, our Planet Promise of ‘positive impact’, and 

our Play Promise of creating a ‘joy of building’.

This chapter describes 

three key issues when 

bringing products out to 

LEGO builders: The satis-

faction of our customers 

in the retail business; how 

we approach responsible 

marketing and branding 

of our own and associ-

ated products; and finally 

how we have optimized 

the transportation of our 

products.

Customer satisfaction
The LEGO Group collaborates systematically with 

retail customers to measure the quality of our part-

nership including their satisfaction with our marketing 

and services. To ensure that we listen, understand, 

and act on customer feedback, we have institutional-

ized an annual “health check” of the relationship with 

our main customers through a so-called Customer 

Pulse survey. Besides the overall satisfaction with our 

relationship, the survey gives input on issues such as 

expectations for future business, the effectiveness of 

our marketing efforts, and the quality of our partner-

ship, including aspects such as information sharing 

and strategy. This is an important part of tracking the 

general acceptance of the LEGO Group among our 

main customers and gives valuable input to how 

we are performing on our Partner Promise. 

The survey thereby helps us to increase 

the value we deliver to our customers.

In 2010, the Customer Pulse revealed 

the same level of overall satisfaction as 

in 2009, being 123 index points with 2005 

as basis. In 2011 we want to work further to 

increase overall satisfaction by one index point.

“We continue to understand our guests’ current 

priorities, and over the latest years Target has 

noted an increased awareness of the sustainabil-

ity impacts of the products they purchase in our 

stores. We regard the LEGO Group as a strategic 

partner when it comes to meeting our guests’ 

expectations and have a lot of conversations with 

the LEGO Group about sustainability issues”

– Casey Carl, vice president merchandising man-

ager of Target (North American Retail Chain)

Responsible marketing
Marketing and advertising is an essential tool in inter-

acting with our end users. It is important for us to tell 

children and their parents about our products and to 

show them which play experiences they can expect 

from a LEGO product. however, when communicat-

ing to children, we have to be responsible and sensi-

tive to the fact that children may perceive the mes-

sages differently from adults. We recognize the need 

for safeguards to prevent misleading, exploitative, or 

aggressive marketing practices towards children, and 

we want to make sure that when an advertised prod-

uct is purchased, it will meet or exceed the expecta-

tions generated by the advertising. With such respon-

sible and fair advertising, we also believe that we can 

prevent consumers’ disappointments and complaints 

and uphold the loyalty of LEGO builders.

The LEGO Group complies as a minimum with the 

national legislation in our markets. We support the 

Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU), which has 

developed a self-regulatory program for responsible 

marketing towards children. 

Since its launch in 2002, the LEGO Group has sup-

ported the organization Media Smart, which develops 

and donates teaching ressources about interpretation 

ESG PERFORMANCE IN ThE VALUE ChAIN

WE REGARD ThE LEGO 
GROUP AS A STRATEGIC 
PARTNER WhEN IT COMES 
TO MEETING OUR GUESTS.
Casey Carl, vice president merchandising 

manager of Target (North American Retail 

Chain)
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of commercial messages to schools. In 2011, we plan 

to continue and expand our support to the organiza-

tion.

Brand associations and partnerships: 
An important part of the LEGO Group’s marketing 

activities is the cooperation with partners who pro-

duce products that are co-branded, licensed, and 

non-core. These products include LEGO clothing, 

LEGOLAND parks, etc. We regard the partnerships as 

highly synergetic, as the associated LEGO branded 

products may enhance the LEGO experience, and 

our partners can benefit from the strength of the 

LEGO brand. 

To ensure that we manage products categorized out-

side our core business in a controlled and structured 

way, we have for internal use set up a so-called traffic 

light guideline which has categorized a large number 

of product types in red, green, and yellow categories. 

These categories respectively define whether a prod-

uct type is a no-go, requires a risk assessment, or can 

be immediately released. This way, we systematically 

prevent the LEGO brand from being associated with 

inappropriate or controversial products. 

As an example, we have concluded that food prod-

ucts do not seem to support the essence of the 

LEGO brand. At the same time, the food category is 

a “hot topic” involving strong expert opinions, and is 

perceived differently in different regions. Therefore, we 

have red-listed food categories within licensing and 

non-core product, the only exception being when they 

are “wrapped inside” a branded LEGO experience, 

such as a LEGOLAND park visit.

Transport optimization
The LEGO Group’s latest assessment of the car-

bon footprint in the total value chain of our products 

estimated that transport of products to the markets 

accounts for approximately five percent of the prod-

ucts’ total CO2 emissions. In 2010, the LEGO Group 

has explored new ways of utilizing the transportation 

capacity for our products as well as optimizing the 

way we handle our products during transportation in 

close collaboration with key transport providers. These 

initiatives have proven to be both economically and 

environmentally viable and have brought us closer to 

our suppliers. 

To ensure the best performance and cost from our 

transport providers, we have set up a benchmark 

model that makes the logistics services directly com-

parable. With this model, we want to create a sustain-

able competitive environment where smart-thinking 

for better transport solutions will be easier to evaluate 

and implement. The benchmark model has showed 

that there are both environmental and economical 

gains in the initiatives described below.

In close collaboration with one of our transport provid-

ers in Europe, we have tested a new system which 

reduces the distance travelled by unloaded trucks 

when products are brought to and from our Europe-

an Distribution Center in the Czech Republic. This is 

done by linking the logistics planning for our inbound 

traffic from our Danish production site with that of the 

outbound traffic to our markets. 

In order to secure capacity of transportation and to 

improve our options for environmentally sound rail 

transport, we have applied the system of Intermodal 

transport. This system operates with an equipment 

format that enables changing between truck and 

rail transportation without any direct handling of the 

goods and thereby improves security and reduces 

damages and losses. In 2010, more than 95% of the 

goods brought from Denmark to our European Distri-

bution Center were transported by rail.

Our next step will be to evaluate what we have learned 

from these pilot initiatives and where relevant custom-

ize them to other regions.

TArGeTs fOr brinGinG prOduCTs TO mArkeT

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or 
long-term

Customer satisfac-

tion

Secure continuous 

improvement of 

customers’ per-

ceived evaluation of 

the LEGO Group

Overall satisfaction 

>= index 123* end 

2010 compared to 

2005

Achieved.

Index is 123

 Overall satisfaction 

>= index 124 end 

2011 compared to 

2005

*Target has been adjusted from 119 in the 2009 Progress Report due to an error detected in the 2009 Customer Pulse result
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sustainable play

The ’age span‘ of LEGO® bricks is wider than that 

of most other products, both when it comes to the 

durability of the play experience and the kept value of 

the products themselves. Creations made from LEGO 

bricks can be taken apart and reassembled in ever 

more complex constructions during a child’s develop-

ment and for some, even into adulthood. Often, they 

are also passed on from one generation to another 

(please refer to the “End of life” section), which further 

adds to their durability and value. The age span of 

LEGO products thus supports our Play Promise of ‘joy 

of building’ by extending the play value over time. It is 

also one of the essential sustainability qualities of our 

products and contributes to our Planet Promise, as it 

opposes the use-and-dispose culture where products 

quickly lose their value and are replaced, causing sig-

nificant adverse environmental impact from resource 

consumption and waste generation.

By engaging with a large network of LEGO user 

groups, among others LEGO Ambassadors, Kids Inner 

Circle, we are able to convey the interests, concerns, 

and questions of LEGO users directly to us. These 

LEGO user groups also assist in developing and test-

ing new products on a voluntary basis, thus helping 

us to shape the future of our brand. 

 

This chapter explains how the LEGO Group keeps up 

consumer confidence in our products in the physi-

cal as well as the digital realm; how we enhance and 

measure satisfaction with our products; and how we 

provide creative learning to school children.

Product safety
Product safety is the LEGO Group’s top priority and 

will never be compromised. We are very concerned 

about preventing any harm to the users of our prod-

ucts, whether they are in physical contact with our 

products or they are navigating the digital LEGO 

world. Therefore, product safety issues are an integral 

part of our day-to-day quality management, product 

development, and partnerships.

In 2010 we have maintained and further improved our 

already low product safety complaint rates.

Product recalls
Whenever a company is compelled to recall a product 

from the market because of safety issues, it should 

happen out of a concern for the consumer and end 

user. In reference to our motto, ‘Only the best is good 

enough’, the LEGO Group has set a recurring target 

of zero product recalls. Over the past seven years, we 

have experienced two product recalls in total, and 

in 2010, no product recalls were made. This demon-

strates how our constant focus on quality and prod-

uct safety creates value for us and our end users, and 

going forward, our work to avoid any product recalls 

will continue. 

Setting the standard for toy safety
As a multinational company, the LEGO Group has 

to comply with a great variety of local legislation on 

product safety. A part of this task can be overcome if 

we follow internationally acknowledged safety stand-

ards and support further development of such stand-

ards. By complying with high-level standards, we also 

ensure that our products live up to state-of-the art 

safety requirements and are continually updated on 

the newest knowledge of safety issues.

In November 2010 the LEGO Group partnered with 

three other toy manufacturers to sponsor an assem-

bly of 50 experts in Melbourne, Australia. The purpose 

of the meeting was to expand the scope of the exist-

ing standard for toy safety, called ‘ISO TC 181’3 in alli-

ance with other standardization organizations. 

At the assembly a wide range of topics were dis-

cussed with the goal of incorporating new require-

ments and test methods and to align the standard 

with other international safety standards. As a result 

of the assembly, the committee’s field of activity has 

expanded into areas of toy safety for which there are 

no applicable standards yet.

Safety in the digital world
When it comes to the digital world, product safety is 

much different from what it is in the world of physical 

toys. First of all, it is about ensuring a digital social 

interaction which is safe and secure; secondly safety 

legislation in this field is still limited, which calls for 

companies to create their own ethical standards.

All the LEGO Group’s digital offerings are compli-

ant with the two acknowledged standards Children’s 
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Advertising Review Unit (CARU)4 and Children’s Online 

Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)5, whose respective 

goals are to ensure responsible advertising towards 

children and outline the responsibilities any online 

host has to protect children’s safety and privacy online. 

Safety in the digital world have been further actual-

ized in 2010 with the introduction of LEGO Universe. 

LEGO Universe is a “Massively Multiplayer Online 

Game”, which takes place in a virtual world populated 

by LEGO minifigures. It has been developed for the 

LEGO Group by NetDevil and was released in Octo-

ber 2010, globally distributed by Warner Bros. Interac-

tive Entertainment.

To maximize player safety in the LEGO Universe, we 

have developed internal LEGO Universe Safety Guide-

lines, which incorporate a mix of technology, process, 

people, community, and parental involvement. It utiliz-

es innovative moderation technology as well as a staff 

of professional moderators to keep players safe, while 

still encouraging creative expression. The protective 

practices govern all of our online activities and include 

the following measures:

1.   Constant moderation: Our moderation team moder-

ates and monitors LEGO Universe twenty-four hours 

a day, seven days a week.

2.   Accessible safety reporting: LEGO Universe has a 

clear and straight-forward reporting functionality 

so that children or their parents can report to our 

moderation team immediately should they have any 

concerns.

3.  Code of conduct: LEGO Universe has a code of 

conduct that is communicated clearly to the players 

in an age-appropriate manner. The code instructs 

the players on how to interact in a responsible and 

caring manner.

4.  Safety tips: In addition to these game rules, we also 

provide a clear and age-appropriate set of safety 

tips to further protect and empower children.

5.  The legend of the Mythrans: The concept of safety 

is even built into the game’s story. There are in-

game characters called the Mythrans, who have a 

history of protecting and doing good deeds for oth-

ers. The Mythrans make it fun for players to learn 

about moderation and safety.

6.  The balance of privacy and freedom of expression: 

Because of the way that registration and the game 

play works, children’s privacy will be protected even 

as they are given freedom of expression and the 

means to be creative.

The LEGO Group will also aim to empower and edu-

cate parents to take an active role in their children’s 

online safety.

Consumer satisfaction
When we handle and respond to LEGO buyers’ inquir-

ies or complaints, ask them about their opinion about 

the product or service, or communicate with LEGO 

builders and their parents via our website, we regard 

this as a part of our respectful stakeholder dialogue, 

helping us to enhance the play experience and live 

up to the expectations of children and their parents. 

Two indicators demonstrate the overall satisfaction 

with LEGO Products: The extent to which one con-

sumer would recommend our products to another 

and the extent to which a consumer would express 

dissatisfaction with one of our products. 

Net Promoter Score®

Every year, we ask a number of randomly selected 

consumers how likely they are to recommend our 

products or services to others. This gives us an indi-

cation of how well our services market themselves via 

their quality and the users’ experience, and the result 

of the survey is quantified by our Net Promoter Score 

(for definition, please refer to “The basis of the report” 

section). The measured score of the LEGO Group has 

been constantly increasing from 2005 to 2009, and in 

2010, we have maintained the 2009 level and achieved 

our target with a Net Promoter Score of 126 compared 

to our 100 baseline in 2005. The Net Promoter score is 

based on roughly 329,000 survey responses.

Handling complaints
Since 2005, the LEGO Group has systematically cat-

egorized and analyzed the complaints received from 

consumers. Thereby, we have been able to initiate 

appropriate corrective actions in order to reduce the 

failure rate of our products. We now really start to see 

the result of this work, as the number of complaints 

compared to products sold has been decreasing 

over the last 3 years. In 2010, the rate of consumer 

complaints was reduced to 779 parts per million 

(ppm) products, which is well below our target of 1,150. 

Based on measurements in production and analysis 

of consumer complaints, we estimate that only 25-35% 

of all complaints are related to the activities of the 

LEGO Group. The rest is due to LEGO pieces having 

gone missing at the consumer end during play.

3.)  ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is the world’s largest developer and publisher of International Standards, and is linked directly to legislative requirements in many countries. The 

organization works as a link between the public and private sectors by defining standards for areas such as quality, environmental friendliness, safety, reliability, efficiency and interchangeability.
4.)  CARU promotes responsible children’s advertising as part of a strategic alliance with the major advertising trade associations. CARU’s basic activities are the review and evaluation of child-directed 

advertising in all media, and online privacy practices as they affect children. When these are found to be misleading, inaccurate, or inconsistent with CARU’s Self-Regulatory Guidelines for Children’s 

Advertising, CARU seeks change through the voluntary cooperation of advertisers. 
5..)  COPPA applies to the online collection of personal information by persons or entities under U.S. jurisdiction from children under 13 years of age. It details what a website operator must include in 

a privacy policy, when and how to seek verifiable consent from a parent or guardian, and what responsibilities an operator has to protect children’s privacy and safety online including restrictions 

on the marketing to those under 13.
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When breaking down the results into categories, we 

see an even more significant result. In 2010, the com-

plaints caused by a systematic mistake from our side, 

such as missing pieces, insufficient information, or 

undesired instability of our LEGO models have been 

reduced to well below half of the 2007 level.

Guideline for weapons and conflict in  
LEGO experiences
A large number of LEGO minifigures use weapons, 

and are – assumedly – regularly being charged by 

each others’ weapons as part of children’s role play. 

In the LEGO Group, we acknowledge that conflict in 

play is especially prevalent among 4-9-year-old boys. 

An inner drive and a need to experiment with their 

own aggressive feelings in order to learn about other 

people’s aggressions exist in most children. This in 

turn enables them to handle and recognize conflict 

in non-play scenarios. As such, the LEGO Group sees 

conflict play as perfectly acceptable, and an integral 

part of children’s development. 

We also acknowledge children’s well-proven ability to 

tell play from reality. however, to make sure to main-

tain the right balance between play and conflict, we 

have adhered to a set of unwritten rules for several 

years. In 2010, we have formalized these rules in a 

guideline for the use of conflict and weapons in LEGO 

products. The basic aim is to avoid realistic weapons 

and military equipment that children may recognize 

from hot spots around the world and to refrain from 

showing violent or frightening situations when com-

municating about LEGO products. At the same time, 

the purpose is for the LEGO brand not to be associ-

ated with issues that glorify conflicts and unethical or 

harmful behavior.

Engaging parents
The parents’ site on LEGO.com is established to com-

municate relevant and up-to-date information to par-

ents about LEGO products and child development. 

The site also offers parents the option to ask ques-

tions and discuss our products or related topics with 

each other or the LEGO Group.

The parents’ site experienced a decrease in average 

monthly unique visits compared to 2010, but managed 

to reach our target of being 12 index points above the 

2008 level. The target will be omitted in 2011, and a bet-

ter indicator will be considered for 2012.

The idea of playful learning
Living our mission, we respect and take responsibility 

to nurture the way children play, learn, develop their 

creativity, and thrive. Learning is a key value to us. This 

is why we established the LEGO Learning Institute in 

1999. The institute actively collaborates with some of 

the most respected academics and experts in the 

field of child development from around the world. Our 

ambition is to bring knowledge and insight to new 

audiences, while at the same time generating help-

ful feedback to the people who design and build the 

company’s play experiences, ensuring that we at the 

LEGO Group remain true to our mission of ’Inspiring 

and developing the builders of tomorrow’. 

In 2009, the LEGO Learning Institute published their 

latest study of “Defining Systematic Creativity in the 

Digital realm”. The study explores what creativity is in 

the digital realm, what it is like to grow up in a digital 

world, and how the digital realm is influences the way 

children play, learn, and create ideas.

Over the years, a profound understanding of how 

children of today learn effectively has been accumu-

lated at the LEGO Learning Institute. This knowledge 

forms the basis of the product range “LEGO System 

for Learning”, which was launched in 2010, propagat-

ing our idea of learning through experimenting as a 

form of problem solving. The system is intended for 

use in teaching and education and consists of class 

sets of LEGO bricks and components and guid-

ance for teachers. The LEGO System for Learning is 

divided into different age groups and allows children 

and students to master the art of learning by think-

ing creatively and reason systematically. We refer to 

this as “Systematic Creativity”. The skills that the LEGO 

System for Learning develops are skills which entirely 

characterize the new digital ways of working. 
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Continue
Every LEGO task ends 
with a new task that 

builds on what has just 
been learned. This phase 

is designed to keep 
the learner in a state of 

intrinsic motivation, where 
a person is fully immersed 
in what he or she is doing.

The four C’s of the “LeGO system for Learning manifesto”

Connect
Learners are presented 
with a challenge or task 
that is open-ended and 
are asked questions to 
explore ideas around 

the task before they get 
started. Their curiosity is 

awakened, and the task is 
within their reach. It builds 

on existing knowledge 
and areas of interest.

Construct
Every LEGO task involves 
a building activity. Active 

learning involves two 
types of construction: 

when children construct 
artifacts in the ‘real’ world, 

they simultaneously 
construct knowledge in 
their minds. This new 

knowledge then enables 
them to build even more 
sophisticated artifacts, 
which yields yet more 

knowledge, and so on, in 
a self-reinforcing cycle..

Contemplate
Students are given the 
opportunity to consider 
what they have learned 
and to talk about and 

share insights they gained 
during the Construct 

phase. Facilitating 
questions are designed 

to help learners gain 
awareness of the process 

they are in and explore 
new ways to go about 
finding solutions to the 
task that has been set.

Collaboration
We might say that a fifth C should be added to this model, to emphasize Collaboration. However this fifth C is present in all 

Four other Cs. LEGO tasks are never completed alone, because while we learn on an individual basis, we need others in order 
to develop and complete our learning in order to develop personal leadership and master the dynamics of teamwork. 

TargeTs for susTainable play

issue purpose Target 2010 status end 2010 Target 2011 or 
long-term

Consumer Safety Continue to secure 

high safety and 

quality standards

Zero recalls in 2010 Achieved. 

No recalls in 2010.

 Zero recalls in 2011

Consumer satisfac-

tion

Secure low com-

plaint rate

Consumer Com-

plaint Call Rate ≤ 

1,150 parts per mil-

lion (ppm) end 2010

Achieved. 

Consumer Com-

plaint Call Rate is 

779 ppm

Consumer Com-

plaint Call Rate ≤ 

800 ppm end 2011

Secure the posi-

tive experience of 

LEGO products and 

services

Net Promoter 

Score® Index ≥ 124 

end 2010

Achieved. 

Score is 126.

Net Promoter 

Score® Index ≥ 124 

end 2011

Consumer informa-

tion

Secure relevant and 

up-to-date informa-

tion for parents on 

www.LEGO.com/

parents

Average monthly 

unique visitors on 

www.LEGO.com/

parents >= index 110 

end 2010 compared 

to 2008

Achieved. 

Index is 112.

Target omitted for 

2011.
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end of life

For most products, their end-of-lives occur when the 

products are worn out, broken, redundant or simply 

out-dated for the user. In fact, a fair share of a house-

hold’s environmental impact is caused by replace-

ment of consumer durables, and the best way to 

minimize this impact would be to ensure maximum 

durability, usability, and constantly renewed topicality 

of the product. In the LEGO Group, we 

believe that our products have exact-

ly those properties, and that the 

environmental impacts stemming 

from the end-of-life phase 

are therefore limited. 

The quality and safety 

of LEGO® bricks make 

them extremely dura-

ble. In fact, bricks that 

were produced decades ago 

are difficult to tell apart from new ones 

in appearance as well as functionality. The constant 

innovation of our product concepts ensures that 

children can relate our products with their present 

agenda. In combination with this, the product devel-

opment principle of compatibility with older products 

allows children of today to develop their imagination 

and creativity by combining bricks from their parents’ 

or grandparents’ time with new ones. As a result, we 

believe that LEGO bricks are rarely disposed of as 

waste, but are either passed on to younger genera-

tions or reused in other ways. 

As an example, the online marketplace eBay had 

approximately 100,000 listings of second hand LEGO 

products by the end of 2010. The relatively high bids 

on bulk lots as well as collector’s items demonstrate 

how the products keep up their value even after years 

of usage. 

The LEGO Group still recognizes that there may be 

cases where used LEGO products are regarded 

as waste, and in our Design4Planet initiative we are 

exploring ways to handle product waste (please refer 

to the “Innovation” section).

“LEGO products have a utility value which 

spans over many years, and it almost seems 

meaningless to talk about LEGO bricks as 

a waste product. While in the state of LEGO 

bricks, the material could in fact be seen as 

a kind of ‘carbon storage’, actually mitigat-

ing the climate impact of its fossil origin.”

– John Nordbo, Head of Conservation, 

WWF Denmark

Through the message board of lego.com/parents, 14 parents have engaged in a discussion with “greenmom” on 

how to dispose of used LEGO bricks. Throughout the discussion thread, re-use is recommended by onward sale 

or charity donations as a better alternative to recycling.
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The wider community

With our role as corporate citizens in the local and 

global communities where we operate, we acknowl-

edge that the LEGO Group has a responsibility that 

goes beyond the value chain of our products. We 

believe that the positive impact to the wider communi-

ty as a whole is generated through the success of our 

business and the quality of our products, jointly with 

a reduced negative impact on the wider community.

This section describes how we seek to influence the 

political landscape towards setting appropriate frame-

work conditions for toys, especially regarding toy safe-

ty; we present our views on tax contribution to society; 

we describe how we work towards elimination of our 

climate impact; and finally we explain how we reach 

out to less privileged children, to whom LEGO® prod-

ucts would otherwise be out of reach. 

Lobbying
Based on our spirit and core values, our lobby activi-

ties must always seek to benefit all stakeholders and 

must be conducted in a transparent and professional 

manner. We participate in toy related lobby activities in 

external associations with focus on critical standards, 

changes in legislation, or other initiatives that may 

influence the LEGO Brand.

•  We are primarily involved in regulatory developments 

within intellectual property rights, toy safety, including 

child health and safety, and marketing to children.

•  The continued focus by all stakeholders on toy safe-

ty requires us to consistently take a position on this 

crucial topic for the toy industry.

•  We have consistently focused on ensuring that the 

toy safety rules set as high standards as possible 

while ensuring that implementation of the new rules 

is possible.

International and regional associations and initia-

tives in which we participate include Toy Industries of 

Europe – TIE, Toy Industry Association – TIA, European 

Brand Organization – AIM, World Federation of Adver-

tisers – WFA, European Committee for Standardization 

– CEN and International Organization for Standardiza-

tion – ISO.

The revised EU Toy Safety Directive has been strength-

ened in many ways, both in relation to the documen-

tation required by manufacturers and in relation to 

ensuring the chemical safety of toys. 

We are actively involved as Chairman of the 

Technical Committee for Toy Safety in the Euro-

pean Committee for Standardization (CEN).

We have also been active along with Toy Indus-

tries of Europe (TIE) and the European Commis-

sion in communicating the consequences of the 

new Directive to manufacturers and distributors both 

in the EU and in Asia. At present we hold the chair of 

the TIE.

In the US, the implementation of the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Improvement Act has required that, on a 

continuous basis, the LEGO Group provides input to 

the Consumer Product Safety Commission through 

TIA and by itself in relation to the ongoing rulemaking.

Tax and other economic impacts
Tax contribution is one important aspect of business 

in the community. On the wider agenda, the eco-

nomic impact of our business in society is based, 

in particular, on the direct and indirect employment 

and associated money flows, including taxes paid. It 

is fundamental to us that the relation between a com-

pany and its host societies should be based on trust, 

mutual respect, and a cooperative spirit. It goes with-

out saying that we pay our taxes with due respect to 

laws. Within that framework and taking into account 

the interests of our business and our shareholders, 

we believe it is appropriate for us to pay the taxes that 

we are required to pay, no more, no less. 

The corporate income tax expense for the LEGO 

Group in 2010, DKK 1,171 million, appears from the value 

distribution chart presented at page 30. Details on 

taxes can be found in our Annual Report 2010.  

 

Our concern for climate and nature’s resources
The most important stakeholders of the LEGO Group 

– the children – inherit both the future and the planet, 

and they have a right to a healthy and rich environ-

ment. We acknowledge our contribution to humanly 

induced climate changes, and are deeply concerned 

about the consequences of those changes. This view-

point is the background for our target for renewable 

energy as mentioned above.

ESG PERFORMANCE IN ThE VALUE ChAIN
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The production of raw materials, moulding, packing, 

and distribution of LEGO products are all activities 

that use energy, resulting in greenhouse gas emis-

sions. We have defined a target of 100% renewable 

energy for our own energy consumption in 2020; with 

50% renewable energy reached in 2015. 

however, we also want to show immediate action and 

have therefore broken it down to the following actions 

in 2011: 

1)  50% of electricity consumption in Denmark must 

come from renewable sources (approx. 20% of total 

LEGO Group energy consumption); 

2)  Assess the possibilities to enter a transparent and 

long term agreement on renewable energy on the 

three other LEGO production sites (Mexico, hunga-

ry and the Czech Republic); 

3)  Create the overview of possibilities for local chang-

es to generate the needed heat based on renew-

able energy sources. 

Meanwhile, we continue our ambitious energy effi-

ciency efforts, and have managed to increase the 

energy efficiency of our processes by 60% in 2010 

compared to 2007 (please refer to the “People & proc-

esses” section on energy efficiency). A reason for the 

high increase is our high growth rate leading to a high 

utility of production capacity. The energy efficiency is 

calculated as the rate between energy consumption 

and value creation.

“We work to propagate an understanding among 

consumers about what best practice in climate 

management means. As consumers become 

more aware and interested in the ecological and 

economic benefits of climate considerations of the 

purchases they make, we believe they will seek 

-- and reward -- further leadership from compa-

nies. The right way to communicate about this is 

to demonstrate leadership, innovation and effi-

ciency on energy and climate. We rate companies 

through a scorecard system, and the LEGO Group 

has become the runner-up in the toy sector by 

performing well on energy efficiency and measure-

ment. To reach a higher sector leadership position, 

the LEGO Group should become more transpar-

ent about its climate performance and programs 

and put more effort into influencing public policy 

on climate issues.” 

– Wood Turner, Executive Director, Climate Counts

The raw materials – nature’s resources – play an 

important role in respect of climate impact. We work 

towards a zero waste scenario partly through holis-

tic material innovation, partly through recycling of our 

own waste. 

Our activities to increase energy efficiency and 

reduce waste are further described in the “People & 

processes” section, while our innovation efforts are 

described in the “Innovation” section.

”WWF expects leading companies to engage 

actively and ambitiously in solving the climate 

challenge. Top management should lead the way 

and take responsibility for climate improvements 

by integrating climate in leadership decisions and 

strategy development, and the companies should 

challenge themselves by setting short-term targets 

for climate improvements and long-term targets for 

climate neutrality”

– John Nordbo, Head of Conservation, 

WWF Denmark

The LEGO Foundation
Under the headline ‘We Care and Share’, the LEGO 

Foundation wishes to inspire and develop children 

and young people to become active citizens in soci-

ety through fun, learning, and high-quality creative 

play activities. We believe that the future of poor and 

underprivileged young citizens of the world can be 

changed for the better this way. Through the LEGO 

Foundation, representing the philanthropic aspect of 

the LEGO Group, we will strive to build synergies and 

partnerships to the benefit of society and business.

The LEGO Foundation holds 25% of the LEGO Group 

and manages four different funding programs (for a 

detailed description for the four programs, please 

breAkdOWn Of VALue CreATiOn (dkk miLLiOn)

Revenue  
16,014

Financial  
income 21

Value of purchased goods 
and services 7,559

Gross value creation 8,476
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For employees - 34%
Wages, salaries, pension, etc, incl taxes 

For investors - 31%
Financial expenses 
Provision for dividend

For society - 14%
Corporate income tax

For the company’s future - 22%
Profit excl provision for dividend 
Amortisation and depreciation 
Impairment losses 

Distribution of gross value creation
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visit the foundation’s web site). All programs support 

our Mission: ‘To inspire and develop the builders of 

tomorrow’ and try in an authentic and concrete way 

to make a positive impact. As described in “The wider 

community” section, the LEGO Group’s aim is to sup-

port learning to 101 million children in 2015. 100 million 

of these children should get access to our products 

via our conventional market-driven business, while the 

one remaining million are underprivileged children 

who should be supported by the LEGO Foundation. 

In 2010, we managed to reach out to an estimate of 

410,000 children through the four programs further 

described below, which was above the target of 

387,500 children defined for 2010. The total value of our 

donations in 2010 is estimated at DKK 87.6 million.

Care for Children in Need
During the past four years, the LEGO Care for Chil-

dren in Need program has been able to use a large 

proportion of the returned unused LEGO products 

and thereby bring play and learning possibilities to 

underprivileged children worldwide. 

Running charity programs in remote communities 

often calls for in-depth knowledge of local practices. 

Therefore, the Care for Children in Need program has 

started to identify which external organizations would 

be suitable for partnership in order to help prioritize 

and successfully distribute LEGO charity boxes to 

those most deserving. In 2010, we have made agree-

ments with the United Nations high Commissioner for 

Refugees (UNhCR) and the Danish Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, public diplomacy, and in the coming years, the 

program office will focus on signing up with other stra-

tegic partners. The program has engaged more than 

300 working and retired LEGO employees who work 

together as volunteers packing LEGO charity boxes.

Another focus area is to follow up on studies made on 

the impact of donations. 

In 2010, the Care for Children in Need program has 

reached approx. 328,000 children in 319 projects 

worldwide. 10,042 LEGO charity boxes, each contain-

ing 10 kg of LEGO bricks, have been sent to countries 

like Turkey, Ukraine, haiti, and Afghanistan.

In haiti, a donation of LEGO charity boxes was dis-

tributed by the International Development Bank to 

children in the refugee camps erected due to the 

earthquake. 

In cooperation with Save the Children Denmark, we 

shipped 1,500 LEGO charity boxes to Pakistan to chil-

dren affected by the flooding disaster. 240 Danish 

students from the local Billund schools helped us 

prepare the containers. Save the Children created 

child friendly spaces and play buses throughout the 

affected area, and we contributed to this initiative by 

donating the LEGO charity boxes.

Care for Education
Through the Care for Education Program with the 

aim of ‘Developing Talents through Creative Play and 

hands-on Learning’, communities and school systems 

are introduced to the LEGO Learning philosophy and 

materials (please refer to the “Sustainable play” sec-

tion on ‘The idea of playful learning’). Through coop-

dOnATiOns (dkk miLLiOn)

LEGO product donations calculated  
in bulk prices (50% of sales prices) 
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eration with local governments, we train and support 

teachers in practicing a child-centered educational 

approach, which will nurture the learners’ ability to act 

as active citizens as they grow up.

To expand existing programs in South Africa and Bra-

zil and two pilot projects in Mexico and Ukraine, the 

Care for Education Program has added two partner-

ships in China and one partnership in India during 

2010 as described below. By the end of 2010, a total of 

75,000 learners have been enrolled in the programs, 

and while the number of learners tripled in 2010, we 

expect to double the number of enrolled learners dur-

ing 2011. 

Partnerships in China:
During 2010 The LEGO Foundation formed a partner-

ship with ELFA China – a private kindergarten opera-

tor – about an educational program for migrant chil-

dren. The Foundation provides charity boxes as well 

as basic training for educators. ELFA China cascades 

the training to educators in migrant institutions, and 

will distribute the charity boxes, meanwhile keep-

ing the relation to public authorities. The pilot project 

reached out to 2,400 children and the plan for 2011 is 

to reach 20,000 children. 

The second partner is the Soong Ching Ling Foun-

dation. The Foundation has through the last 20 years 

built up a network program in order to support West 

Chinese provinces. With volunteer-teachers and edu-

cators travelling out from Shanghai to the western 

provinces, in order to train and educate their col-

leagues, the quality of learning is maintained in spite 

of huge distances. 40,000 children experienced crea-

tive play and hands-on learning during 2010, and the 

expectations for 2011 count another 60,000 children.

New partner in India:
The Foundation has agreed with the ALC School 

Project in Tamil Nadu, India, to continue and expand 

the project which was initiated with a donation from 

Ole Kirk’s Foundation in 2007. With 30,000 learners in 

the school system this project will form the basis for 

a number of future initiatives foreseen to develop in 

India.

Partnerships in South Africa:
By measuring how our Care for Education program 

has impacted the learners’ profiles and attitudes as 

well as their performance on test scores, absentee-

ism and national examinations in South Africa, we 

have demonstrated such remarkable results that the 

educational authorities wish to expand the program.

Care for LEGO Local Communities
Ever since Ole Kirk Kristiansen founded the LEGO 

Group in 1932, the owner family has been very much 

aware of their responsibility towards the local com-

munity in which their employees live. The purpose of 

‘Care for LEGO Local Communities’ is to take con-

crete local action, showing compassion and human 

interest in especially children in the local communi-

ties. The LEGO Foundation has initiated a new line 

of activity under the headline ‘Care for LEGO Local 

Communities’ in Billund (DK), Enfield (US), Kladno (CZ), 

Monterrey (Mx), Munich (DE) and Nyíregyháza (hU) 

which represent all the production locations as well as 

some of the largest sales and business development 

locations.

In Enfield, a number of disadvantaged children have 

received help through the Children’s Foundation. In 

Nyíregyháza and Kladno, LEGO Employees have been 

engaged in a number of projects helping local kinder-

gartens, schools, and hospitals with renovation, paint-

ing, playing with kids and fundraising. In Monterrey, 

local schools and kindergartens have received LEGO 

products and teacher training.

Special programs
In Denmark, more than 200,000 children participated 

in the ‘Denmark Collection 2010’ making an aston-

ishing 337,824 drawings in favor of the victims of the 

earthquake in haiti. The LEGO Foundation made a 

donation of 10 DKK for each drawing, adding up to 

almost DKK 3.4 million which is the largest single 

donation ever for this type of event.

In cooperation with the Danish Crown Princess Mary 

and the Mary Foundation, the LEGO Foundation runs 

a program for children living in shelters for battered 

women. The program has been rated best of its kind 

in Denmark and will continue until 2014.
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reporting features and supporting information 

performance data
results results Targets results Targets

stakeholder note* measures 2008 2009 2010 2010 2011
Consumer Consumer measures

Number of product recalls 0 1 0 ● 0 0
Average monthly unique visits on LEGO.com/parents index 100 123 >=110 ● 112 Omitted
Consumer complaint call rate 1,230 ppm 930 ppm <=1,150 ppm ● 779 <=800 ppm
Net Promoter Score Index® 120 126 >= 124 ● 126 >= 124

Employee employee profile measures
1 Number of employees 7,337 8,616 9,843
1 Female 46.7% 45.3% 48.6%
1 Male 53.3% 54.7% 51.3%

Average age 38.2 36.7 36.5
2 Rate of employee turnover 10.8% 10.4% 9.3%

health & safety measures
Sick leave 3.0% 2.9% <=3.5% ● 2.2% <=2.6%

3 Number of injuries with absence 35 61 44
4 Injury rate 4.4 4.8 <=5.0 ● 3.0 <=2.0

Absence rate due to injuries 0.25 0.51 <=0.32 ● 0.29 <=0.26
Percentage of employees working at OhSAS 18001 certified sites** 54% 85% >=80% ● 84% Omitted

employee comittment measures
Directors+ promotions (externally recruited or internally appointed) of 
female employees

18% 20% >=25% ● 32% >=30%

Employees Pulse
- Work life balance range to global scorecard (LEGO EEI) +2 +3 +0 ● +4 +0

- Motivation & Satisfaction range to global scorecard (LEGO EEI) +10 +11 +10 ● +12 +10
- People Promise (departmental improvement rate) >=66% ● 51% >=80%

Partner business integrity measure
Percentage of Directors+ at LEGO sites trained in business integrity 0% 69% 100% ● 98% 100%

key esG measures at LeGO sites

5 Number of audits conducted at main LEGO sites 23 20
5 Number of major quality non-conformities found at main LEGO sites 4 0 0 ● 5 0
5 Number of major EhS non-conformities found at main LEGO sites 0 0 0 ● 8 0
5 Number of major CoC non-conformities found at main LEGO sites 0 1 0 ● 1 0

key esG measures in supply chain
6 Total number of direct and extended line suppliers 196 231 117

7 Number of quality audited suppliers 23 2 33
7 Number of CoC audited suppliers 18 48 33

Number of major quality non-conformities found at suppliers 3 26
8 Number of major CoC non-conformities found at suppliers 36 66

Percentage of major quality non-conformities found in the reporting 
year at supplier audits solved within the agreed timeframe***

100% ● 100% 100%

Percentage of major CoC non-conformities found in the reporting 
year at supplier audits solved within the agreed timeframe***

100% ● 100% 100%

Customer satisfaction measures
Customer Pulse
- Overall satisfaction**** 119 123 >=123 ● 123 >=124
- Products 106 106 105
- Marketing 105 107 107
- Service 117 117 121
- Partnership 110 111 109
- Value 112 113 110

Surrounding ressource measures
environment Raw material, plastic, 1,000 tonnes 20 35 39

Water consumption, 1,000 m3 68 116 220
Total energy consumption in production, GWh 108 155 173

Energy efficiency index 135 127 >=110 ● 160 5%  
improvement

Waste, tonnes 3,057  7,970 9,644
Recyled waste in percentage of total registered waste 69% 88% >=80% ● 87% >=85%

* Please refer to the “Notes to performance data” section
** 2010  target has been adjusted from 90% in the 2009 Progress Report to 80% during 2010. By mistake employees from LEGO Brand Retail Stores have been included in the numbers. Brand Retail 
 Store employees are however not covered by our OHSAS certificate and should not be included. Numbers for 2008 and 2009 changed accordingly.
*** New definition on this issue in 2011 (please refer to “The basis of the report” section) 
**** 2009 result and 2010  target has been adjusted from 119 in the 2009 Progress Report to 123 due to an error detected in the 2009 Customer Pulse result
                 
●	Target met       ●	Target not met
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The basis of the report

The Progress Report is based on the reporting frame-

work provided by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

Scope
The data presented in this Progress Report covers the 

LEGO Group based on the legal boundaries for the 

group. More information on this can be found in the 

Annual Report 2010 for the LEGO Group. The report 

covers the period 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2010. 

Materiality determination
The report is part of the LEGO Group’s respectful dia-

logue with our primary stakeholders about issues that 

are material to them. Our primary stakeholder groups 

have been defined and they are: Consumers, Employ-

ees, Partners (Customers, Business Partners & Suppli-

ers) and the Surrounding Environment.

For the 2010 Report, the LEGO Group applied the 

model used in 2009 for selection of ESG content in 

order to focus the report on the most relevant and 

current issues. The model takes its starting point in 

relevant ESG frameworks, listing a wide range of 

generic ESG topics. 58 ESG topics were evaluated 

and 36 found to be relevant based on an assess-

ment of their relevance against the four promises in 

the LEGO® Brand Framework. The 5 step evaluation of 

materiality, linked to AA1000 and described in the pub-

lication “Redefining Materiality” published by Account-

Ability), was used for a prioritization of the ESG issues. 

A top 15 of ESG issues was established in 2009. The 

top 15 were reviewed and further reduced to eight 

topics based on urgency and our maturity and cur-

rent response.

 Six out of the eight topics are covered by our five long-

term targets (please refer to the “Snapshot perform-

ance overview” and “Performance and target summa-

ry” sections) .The last two Partner topics remain yet to 

be adequately addressed, and this will be addressed 

in the immediate futureWe believe those material ESG 

aspects are important to the LEGO Group’s long-

term value creation to stakeholders and shareholder 

earnings. We continue to challenge whether we can 

improve the way we measure success towards our 

ESG objectives, and we expect revised and new indi-

cators to be presented as we learn and expand the 

scope of our ESG strategy.

It is not the intention to include detailed information 

that is primarily of significance to individual sites, proc-

esses, activities, and products. 

Definitions and calculation methods
Data have been calculated by consolidating data 

for the parent company (LEGO A/S) with data for all 

subsidiaries. The consolidation is based on data of a 

uniform nature and calculated using the same meth-

ods. however, data relating to health and safety only 

include data from plants with more than 100 employ-

ees. Similarly, environmental data only comprise pro-

duction facilities. The measurement method remains 

unchanged from last year.

The manufacturing setup changed during 2008 and 

2009 to include sites in the Czech Republic, hungary, 

and Mexico which makes it difficult to compare data 

between years. Data measurement methods and the 

basis of calculations are addressed below; however 

please see the Annual Report 2010 for a description 

of measurement methods relating to financial results.

The filtering process of ESG topics

important 2010 esG topics:

Consumer topics
• Product safety
• Learning via business
• Learning via Philantropy

employee topics
• Employee safety

partner topics
• Anti-corruption
• Respectful dialogue

surrounding environment topics
• Climate
• Waste

mATeriALiTy Of esG TOpiCs 58 generic esG topics

36 relevant esG topics

15 top esG topics

8 important esG topics

LeGO brand promises

prioritisation (materiality)

urgency and LeGO Group 
maturity and response
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Consumers
Number of product recalls
Product recalls are calculated as launched products 

recalled from the market due to product safety issues 

and calculated per stock keeping unit. 

Average monthly unique visits on  
LEGO.com/parents index
The number of unique visitors is calculated as the 

number of year to date average monthly unique visi-

tors according to the counter on the page. The data is 

shown with 2008 as index basis.

Consumer complaint call rate
The consumer complaint call rate is calculated as 

the number of consumer complaints received relat-

ing to products launched in the year of reporting as 

a parts per million (ppm) of the number of products 

sold in the launch year. Due to the substantial Christ-

mas trade, and in order to give a true and fair view, 

complaints received in January of the following year 

are also included in the calculation, corresponding to 

a 13-month period.

Net Promoter Score Index®

In connection with consumer contacts and the LEGO 

Group’s online sales, randomly selected consumers 

are asked how likely they are, on a scale from 0-10 

(10 = best), to recommend the purchased product or 

service to others. The development in promoters - lev-

el 9 and 10 - minus the development in the detractors 

- level 6-0 - is calculated and is shown in this Progress 

Report with 2005 as index basis.

employees 

Number of employees
Comprises all employees paid by the LEGO Group, 

including permanently employed staff, contractually 

employed staff, and trainees. The statement is calcu-

lated at the end of the year and measured as head-

count.

Job classification
Senior Management comprises all Vice Presidents or 

levels above. Management comprises Senior Direc-

tors and Directors. The Directors+ group of employees 

consists of Senior Management and Management. 

Other employees are included in the group “Others”.

Rate of employee turnover
Employee turnover is measured as the number of per-

manent employees who have voluntarily left the LEGO 

Group during the reporting period compared to the 

average number of permanent employees during the 

reporting period. The average is calculated on the 

basis of monthly data. The number of new employ-

ments and rehires as well as dismissals is also stated.

Sick leave
Sick leave is calculated as time lost due to the 

employees’ own illness. The sick leave is calculated as 

the number of absence hours as a percentage of the 

total number of working hours excluding holidays and 

non-business days. Only data from sites with more 

than 100 employees and LEGO Brand Retail stores 

are included.

Injury rate per million working hours
The number of occupational injuries is calculated as 

the number of occupational injuries resulting in at 

least one day’s absence following the day of the inju-

ry. The rate of occupational injuries is calculated per 

million working hours. Only data from sites with more 

than 100 employees and LEGO Brand Retail stores 

are included.

Absence rate due to injuries
The number of absence hours as a consequence of 

occupational injuries. The rate is calculated per 1,000 

working hours, and the absence is calculated from 

the day following the injury. Only data from sites with 

more than 100 employees and LEGO Brand Retail 

stores are included. 

Percentage of employees working at  
OHSAS 18001 certified sites
The percentage is calculated as employees working 

in certified sites (certified by an external audit com-

pany) as a percentage of all employees working in the 

LEGO Group.

Directors+ promotions (externally recruited or 
internally appointed) of female employees
The number of female Directors+ promotions (exter-

nally recruited or internally appointed) is shown as a 

percentage of all promotions into the Directors+ group 

of employees.

Employee Pulse
At the end of the reporting year, a survey, the Employ-

ee Pulse, is carried out in which all employees are 

asked to evaluate the LEGO Group as a workplace. 

The questions cover a wide range of the areas includ-

ed in the LEGO Group strategy and measure the 

employees’ motivation and commitment. The results 

are used to identify significant target areas at Group 

and departmental level.

partners
Percentage of Directors+ at LEGO sites trained in  
business integrity biennially
The percentage is calculated as Directors+ (employed 

for more than 3 months) having completed the 

e-learning program in Business Conduct biennially 

as a percentage of all Directors+ (employed for more 

than 3 months) in the LEGO Group.

Audits conducted at LEGO sites
The number of audits conducted at LEGO sites is cal-

culated as third party audits connected to the certifi-

cation process or voluntary Code of Conduct audits. 
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Major non-conformities found at main  
LEGO sites (Quality/EHS/CoC)
The number of major quality, EhS and Code of Con-

duct non-conformities found during third party audits 

conducted at LEGO sites.

Data relating to suppliers and business partners
The number of suppliers includes the LEGO Group’s 

active direct suppliers calculated at the end of the 

reporting period. The number is broken down into 

direct suppliers and extended line suppliers. Direct 

suppliers deliver bill of material (BOM) components 

whereas extended line suppliers primarily deliver mer-

chandise. Suppliers do not include indirect purchases. 

The number of suppliers who have been audited is cal-

culated as the number of suppliers visited with a view 

to formalized monitoring and reporting of compliance 

with quality standards or Code of Conduct. The number 

of significant discrepancies is reported. These form the 

basis of the continued dialogue with the suppliers in 

order to continuously work on improvements.

Major quality non-conformities found in the report-
ing year at supplier audits solved within the agreed 
timeframe
The percentage of major quality non-conformities found 

at audited suppliers solved within the agreed timeframe 

or in progress according to the corrective action plan 

(CAP).

new definition of this issue from 2011:
Major quality non-conformities found at supplier 
audits solved in accordance with corrective action 
plans
The percentage of major quality non-conformities found 

at suppliers which have a deadline for the corrective 

action plan in the reporting year and which has been 

solved within the agreed deadline.

Major Code of Conduct non-conformities found in 
the reporting year at supplier audits solved within 
the agreed timeframe
The percentage of Code of Conduct non-conformities 

found at audited suppliers solved within the agreed 

timeframe or in progress according to the corrective 

action plan (CAP). 

new definition of this issue from 2011: 
Major Code of Conduct non-conformities found at 
supplier audits solved within the agreed timeframe
The percentage of major code of conduct non-con-

formities found at suppliers which have a deadline for 

the corrective action plan in the reporting year and 

which have been solved within the agreed deadline. 

ICTI Care suppliers are not included.

Customer Pulse
To obtain an evaluation of the cooperation with retail 

customers in the reporting year, they are asked to give 

their perceived evaluation of the LEGO Group during 

January and February of the following year. The sur-

vey is used to track performance within the follow-

ing six categories: 1) Overall satisfaction, 2) Products 

- questions are asked regarding innovation, packag-

ing, assortment size etc. 3) Marketing – performance 

is tracked on the effectiveness of customer, in-store 

and promotion marketing etc. 4) Service – customers 

rate the LEGO Group regarding e.g. order lead-time, 

quality in delivery, on-time delivery etc. 5) Partnership 

– performance is tracked on joint planning, informa-

tion sharing etc. 6) Value – questions related to stock 

turns, trading terms etc. are in focus. The consolidated 

data are shown in this Progress Report with 2005 as 

index basis.

surrounding environment
Raw materials
Raw materials are calculated as plastic granulate 

used in manufacturing at LEGO sites.

Water consumption
Water consumption is calculated as the quantity of 

water supplied to the LEGO Group. Only data from 

LEGO Group sites with production are included.

Energy consumption 
Energy consumption is calculated as the total energy 

in the form of electricity and heating supplied to the 

LEGO Group. Only data from the LEGO Group sites 

with production are included.

 

Energy efficiency index
The energy efficiency index is calculated as the rate 

between value add and energy consumption. Value 

add is defined as revenue minus net value of pur-

chased goods and services. The data is shown with 

2007 as index basis. Only data from LEGO Group sites 

with production are included.

New definition of energy efficiency index from 2011
The energy efficiency index is calculated as the rate 

between energy consumption and raw materials 

used. The data is shown with 2010 as index basis. 

Only data from LEGO Group sites with production are 

included.

Waste
Waste is calculated as the recorded quantities of 

waste disposed from the LEGO Group. Only data from 

LEGO Group sites with production are included.

Recycled waste
The recycled waste percentage is calculated as the 

recycled quantities of waste disposed compared to 

total quantities of waste disposed. Only data from 

LEGO Group sites with production are included.
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Assurance statement

We have reviewed the consolidated non-financial data of the LEGO 

Group’s Progress Report for 2010 as expressed on pages 33 and 38.

Criteria for preparation of the Progress Report’s non financial data
The criteria for preparation of the Progress Report’s non-financial data 

are the accounting policies described on pages 34-36. These contain 

information concerning which of the Group’s business areas and activi-

ties are included in the reporting, types of data, and Management’s 

reasons for choosing the data included. The non-financial data are fac-

tored in accordance with the accounting policies described on pages 

34-36.  

Delegation of responsibility
Company Management is responsible for preparing the Progress 

Report’s non-financial data, including for establishing registration and 

internal control systems with a view to ensuring reliable reporting, speci-

fying acceptable reporting criteria as well as choosing data to be col-

lected. Our responsibility is, on the basis of our work, to express an 

opinion on the 2010 Progress Report’s non-financial data.

Scope of our work 
We have planned and completed our work in accordance with the 

International Auditing Standard ISAE 3000 (assurance engagements 

other than audits or review of historical financial information) for the 

purpose of obtaining limited assurance that the non-financial data pre-

sented on pages 33 and 38 have been computed in accordance with 

the stated criteria.

The obtained assurance is limited compared to that of an engagement 

with reasonable assurance. Our work has thus - based on assessment 

of materiality and risk - comprised inquiries regarding applied registra-

tion systems and procedures, review of data used in connection with 

preparation of the 2010 non-financial data, and review of underlying 

documentation, including review of whether the scope of the 2010 non-

financial data complies with described accounting policies for the 2010 

non-financial data. During the review process, we have visited entities in 

Billund, Monterrey, and Nyíregyháza.

Conclusion regarding the 2010 Progress Report’s non-financial data  
Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention causing us 

not to believe that the consolidated non-financial data of the Progress 

Report of LEGO Group for 2010 have been presented in accordance 

with the stated criteria.

Copenhagen, 23 February 2011

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Statsautoriseret Revisionsaktieselskab

henrik Kragh Birgitte Mogensen

State Authorised Public Accountant State Authorised Public Accountant 

AssurAnCe sTATemenT fOr The LeGO GrOup’s sTAkehOLders frOm The independenT AudiTOr
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notes to performance data
note 1, Total number of employees

2010 2009 2008

Female 4,790 3,900 3,425

Male 5,053 4,716 3,912

Total 9,843 8,616 7,337

Asia 184 160 151

America, Australia og New Zealand 2,751 2,245 1,280

Europe 6,908 6,211 5,906

Total 9,843 8,616 7,337

Top management 47 46 40

Management 310 302 279

Other 9,486 8,268 7,018

Total 9,843 8,616 7,337

note 2, new hires, rehires and terminations

2010 2009 2008

New hires and rehires 2,731 1,780 1,154

Takeover of plants 0 0 2,099

Terminations 753 515 700

The number of employees dismissed by the LEGO Group in 2010 

has been calculated at 367 (2009: 180 and 2008: 169). 

note 3, number of accidents with absence

2010 2009 2008

Americas 6 7 0

Europe 38 54 35

Total 44 61 35

      

note 4, injury rate per million working hours

2010 2009 2008

Americas 1.8 2.2 0

Europe 3.3 5.6 5.2

Total 3.0 4.8 4.4

note 5, Third party audits for main LeGO sites, 2010

Certifications
isO 
9001

isO 
14001

OhsAs 
18001

Code of 
Conduct

Billund, Denmark 2 1 1 n/a
Kladno (TMA), Czech republic 1 1 1 n/a
Kladno (Production), Czech 
republic

1 1 1 n/a

Nyíregyháza, hungary 1 1 1 1
Monterrey, Mexico 1 1 1 1
hong Kong, China 1 n/a n/a n/a
Slough, UK n/a n/a n/a n/a
Enfield, USA n/a n/a 1 n/a
Munich, Germany n/a n/a n/a n/a
Total number of audits 7 5 6 2
Total number of major  
non conformities 5 3 5 1

note 6,  Total number of suppliers split on Code of Conduct risk, 
end of 2010

direct extended Total

China/hong Kong 12 22 34

Mexico 9

Total high risk countries 21 22 43

Czech Republic 3

hungary 3

Italy 1

Japan 1

Korea 2

Poland 3

Slovakia 1

Taiwan 1

USA 4

Total intermediate risk countries 19 19

Austria 2

Canada 1

Denmark 27

Germany 10

Great Britain 2

Nederland 2

Switzerland 3

Sweden 8

Total low risk countries 55 55

Total 95 22 117

Only active suppliers with production in high and intermediate risk 
countries are audited, equal to 41 high risk and 5 intermediate risk 
vendors. 12 of the high risk vendors are audited in the ICTI Care 
process. A total of 33 audits conducted for the LEGO Group by third 
party auditor.

note 7, Total number of bOm suppliers audited, end of 2010

Code of  
Conduct Quality

Total number of BOM audits 33 33

high risk countries 29

Intermediate risk countries 4

   
note 8,  Total number of major Code of Conduct non-conformities 

found at suppliers, 2010

high risk countries 63

Intermediate risk countries 3

Total number of non-conformities 66

The audits create a dialogue with the suppliers, and the major non-
conformities set the main focus for the continuous improvement 
process.

The 66 major non-conformities for the Code of Conduct area can be
summerized as:
- 12 working hours
- 14 wages
- 27 Eh&S
- 7 underage worker
- 1 freedom of expression
- 4 related to labor contract
- 1 related to bribery
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Corporate governance and 
policy summary

In the LEGO Group, operating responsibly and accord-

ing to good corporate governance is a major priority. 

Good governance in a family owned company
The LEGO Group has been privately owned by the 

Kirk Kristiansen family since the establishment in 1932 

and the approach to good corporate governance is 

focused on combining the strengths and benefits of 

being privately owned with the applicable elements 

from good corporate governance for listed compa-

nies. The LEGO Group and the owners are interested 

in managing the company in line with globally leading 

management practices, also with regard to corporate 

governance. 

Benefits associated with being privately owned and 

having few owners include to have owners close to 

the business with strong industry knowledge, strong 

values, which can be inspiring and supporting for the 

development of the company and the employees, 

and the ability for long term focus, to move fast and 

be agile with regards to changes in the business envi-

ronment.

The Recommendations on Corporate Governance 

from the Danish Stock Exchange (NASDAQ OMx 

Copenhagen) are primarily aimed at companies with 

many shareholders who are not related to each other. 

Therefore, certain requirements for listed companies 

are not applicable for a family-owned company while 

others such as governance structure and board com-

position apply equally. 

As a family owned business it is important to maintain 

a professional management of the company, includ-

ing a strong and competent board of directors. One of 

the ways to support that, is the practice the company 

has had for many years, to have the Chairman elect-

ed among the independent board members, and in 

general to ensure a professional board management, 

including a.o. definition of required board competen-

cies to ensure a diverse and complementary compo-

sition of the board, regular board self assessments, 

competitive compensation to the board of directors 

and clear and specific rules on mandate for each of 

the management bodies in the LEGO Group. Further-

more, as a family owned company, the LEGO Group 

becomes more exposed to risk in connection with 

handover from one generation to another generation 

of owners. To mediate this risk, a plan is prepared and 

implemented that results in high involvement of the 

next generation of the family owners in company mat-

ters related to the ownership.

As a family owned business it should also be empha-

sized that strong focus is turned on ensuring the 

balance between the value created to the owners, 

compared to the value creation to the remaining 

stakeholders of the company such as consumers, 

employees, customers and other partners. There is a 

sincere belief in the owner family that creating value 

to the company’s stakeholders will also result in long 

term value creation for the owners. The LEGO Brand 

Framework, including its four promises to various 

stakeholder groups is supporting this thinking, and 

therefore is an important part of how we do business.

Board of Directors
The LEGO Group Board of Directors consists of seven 

members; one member is female. Two of these are 

considered dependent on the company due to own-

ership, and one due to being in the management of 

the parent company. The Chairman and three other 

members of the Board are considered to be inde-

pendent. The rules of procedure of the Board of Direc-

tors are reconsidered on an annual basis. In order 

to ensure the continued development of the Board’s 

work, the Chairman of the Board conducts dialogues 

with the members of the Board of Directors on their 

performance throughout the year. A more formal 

Board self-evaluation, based on a questionnaire, is 

conducted at regular intervals with the most recent 

one being carried out in 2009. The results of the 

Board’s self-evaluation were discussed by the Board 

and management, and a course of action was agreed 

to seek continuous improvement.

Corporate Management
The LEGO Group Management Board consists of 

the President and CEO, Jørgen Vig Knudstorp, and 

the CFO, Sten Daugaard. The Management Board, 

together with the following four Executive Vice Presi-

dents, form Corporate Management, which is the 

daily management body within the LEGO Group. The 

four Executive Vice Presidents are Christian Iversen, 

Corporate Center, Mads Nipper, Markets & Products, 

Bali Padda, Global Supply Chain and Lisbeth Valther 

Pallesen, Community, Education & Direct. The Man-

agement Board refers to the Board of Directors.

Cross-functional bodies
In order to ensure coordination and quick decision-

making, the LEGO Group has set up four cross-

functional boards under Corporate Management with 

delegated decision power. The four boards are the 

Brand and Innovation Board, the Corporate Compli-

ance Board, the Operations Board, and the IT Board. 

The first two of these boards are directly linked to the 

environment, social and governance (ESG) work per-

formed by the group. The Brand and Innovation Board 

sets the overall strategic direction of the LEGO® brand 

and the development of new business ideas. The Cor-

porate Compliance Board secures that the company 

is in compliance with company policies, standards 

and directions defined. The members of these include 

members of the Management Board and senior level 

management positions within the company.
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Managing ESG issues
An executive function with the responsibility of setting 

the strategic direction for Environmental, Social, and 

Governance (ESG) activities was formed in late 2006. 

The department is referred to as Corporate Govern-

ance & Sustainability and it reports to the Executive 

Vice President for the corporate functions.

Engaging employees
By indication of the annual employee satisfaction 

measurement, employees generally consider the 

LEGO Group to be a very open and network-based 

organization that invites and welcomes input from 

employees. The President and CEO has an intranet 

blog where he shares thoughts and reflections in dia-

logue with employees. The blog as well as all articles 

on the company intranet offer the opportunity for all 

employees to comment on the content and also to 

send the CEO e-mails to share ideas and thoughts. 

Via the business integrity setup, a whistleblower sys-

tem (see below) is also available to all employees.

Furthermore, management and employee represent-

atives from all over the world meet annually in the Glo-

bal Works Council (GWC) to discuss the challenges 

facing the company. GWC currently has 14 members 

and is made up of LEGO employees represent-

ing regions and productions worldwide, elected by 

national representatives from all the countries in which 

the LEGO Group operates.

Policies 
The LEGO Group policy framework consists of 11 cor-

porate policies which all provide position and guid-

ance on various ESG issues.

Certain policies in particular address ESG issues:

•  The Responsibility Policy shall ensure that our spirit 

and company values are never compromised.

•  The Environmental Policy shall ensure that all our 

activities are planned and executed with respect 

towards the surrounding environment.

•  The health & Safety Policy shall ensure that all our 

activities are planned and executed in accordance 

with a healthy and safe working environment.

•  The People & Culture Policy shall ensure that all our 

processes and activities concerning employees are 

planned and executed in a responsible and consist-

ent way.

•  The Product Safety Policy shall ensure that children 

can play with LEGO products without running the 

risk of injury or harm.

Other policies greatly impact our decisions relating to 

setting and delivering on ESG objectives: 

•  The Communication Policy shall ensure consistency 

and credibility in our communication.

•  The Finance Policy shall ensure best in class finan-

cial management.

•  The IT Policy shall ensure the development and 

the maintenance of an integrated, agile, scalable 

and reliable global LEGO Enterprise platform that 

supports the business strategy and the operations 

of the LEGO Group by deploying IT to an optimal 

extent in respect to the long term profitability of the 

business.

•  The Quality Policy shall ensure that our product/

brand is always of the highest quality in our indus-

try, and that we adopt a systematic and innovative 

approach towards continuous improvement.

•  The Legal Policy shall ensure that we conduct busi-

ness in accordance with the laws of our headquar-

ter country and of the countries in which we do busi-

ness.

•  The Risk Management Policy shall ensure that the 

risks of the enterprise are identified, assessed and 

mitigated in alignment with the defined risk appetite 

and overall strategy.

All externally relevant policies are available on www.

LEGO.com >> About Us >> Corporate Responsibility 

>> Corporate Policies. Our policies are supported by 

underlying corporate standards and tools ensuring 

effective implementation. 

Code of Conduct
Everyone in the LEGO Group must adhere to our 

Code of Conduct principles, and we require that our 

vendors do the same by securing relevant corporate 

policies and setting up appropriate management sys-

tems to ensure that the requirements of our Code 

of Conduct can be met. Vendors are responsible for 

ensuring that their subcontractors comply with our 

Code of Conduct. Vendors must comply with all appli-

cable local laws, regulations and industry standards. 

We encourage our vendors to comply with Interna-

tional Labor Organization (ILO) and United Nation (UN) 

Conventions. Please refer to the “Supply” section.

The Code of Conduct comprises areas such as 

Employment Practices, Forced Labor and Freedom 

of Movement, Coercion and Disciplinary Practices, 

Discrimination, Wages, Benefits & holidays, Working 

hours, Employment Terms, Freedom of Association 

and the Right to Collective Bargaining, Freedom of 

Expression, health and Safety, Environment and Cor-

ruption and Bribery.

The 
LEGO Group

 Mission, Vision,  
Values and strategies

Group level ESG management
Overall ESG strategies, ESG action plans  

and ESG and other Group policies

Daily ESG management
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Whistleblower – an option for all employees
For a number of years, a whistleblower system has 

been available to all employees in the LEGO Group. 

During 2010, the system has been re-communicated 

to all employees and it has been made more easily 

accessible for everybody. It is up to each employee to 

decide whether he or she wants to be anonymous. All 

submissions through the system are received by the 

head of Corporate Legal Affairs and reported upon 

(anonymously) to the Corporate Compliance Board.

Global Management Handbook
The LEGO Group’s global management system, as 

described in The Global Management handbook 

and the associated operational process descriptions, 

encompasses all relevant activities associated with 

the development, design control, manufacture, and 

sale of toys.

Enterprise risk management
We have implemented an integrated approach to 

Enterprise risk management, whereby uncertainty is 

being addressed throughout the business system 

and processes.

Sustainability risks as well as all other types of risks 

and opportunities are identified and addressed using 

the below model, divided into four phases:

prepering for 
uncertainty

Active risk  
& opportunity 

planning

strategic risk 
management

Operational risk 
management

In parallel to the above, enterprise risk management is explicitly embedded in the core planning processes, which 

constitute our management process base. This integrated approach has led to us winning three external and 

international runner-up positions amongst European risk management.
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section Gri (profile / performance indicator) GC (principle no.)

About this report 2.1, 3.1, 3.3  

Contents   

snapshot performance overview 2.8, 2.9, 4.14, EN4, EN22, LA7, PR2, EC1, 
EC10

8

Our growth 2.8, 2.9, EC1  

Towards our key long-term strategic ESG targets EN4, LA7, PR2, EC10 8

Summary of all ESG targets 2010 4.14  

message from our CeO 1.1, 2.8, 2.9, 4.8, 4,12, EC1  

performance and target summary  8

0 product recalls PR2  

Top 10 on employee safety LA7  

Support learning to 101 million children EC10  

Minimum 100% renewable energy EN6 8

0 waste EN22 8

The LeGO way 4.8  

A stakeholder-driven brand 4.8, 4.16  

The LEGO Brand Promises 4.8  

Play Promise: ’Joy of Building, Pride of Creation’ 4.8  

People Promise: ’Succeed Together’ 4.8  

Partner Promise: ’Mutual Value Creation’ 4.8  

Planet Promise: ‘Positive Impact’ 4.8 7, 8

Embracing the responsibility agenda 4.8 7, 8

innovation  9

Design 4 Planet EN26, PR1 9

Material chemistry EN26, PR1 7, 9

Environmental certification EN26, PR1 9

Reduced compostable print & packaging EN26, EN29, PR1 9

Design for disassembly EN26, PR1 9

Return solutions EN26, PR1 9

The origin and future of plastic raw materials PR1 9

Downsizing packaging PR1 9

supply  1-6

Supplier audit and dialogue 4.16, hR2, hR5, hR6, hR7 1-6

NGO involvement in the supply chain 4.16, hR5, hR6, hR7 1-6

Targets for supply hR5 1-6

people and processes   

- Our people   

Expanding the global workforce  3

People and culture LA11, SO3 1-6

Targets for people and culture LA11 3, 6

Gender diversity  6

Motivation and satisfaction 4.16  

Work-life balance 4.16  

Targets for gender diversity, motivation and satisfaction and  
work-life balance

4.16  

Health and safety LA7  

OHSAS 18001 certification   

Local health and safety initiatives LA7  

Targets for health and safety LA7  

- Our processes   

Environmental performance  8

Energy efficiency EN4, EN5, EN7, EC2 8, 9

Waste reduction EN22 8, 9

“Small streams make a mighty river” 2.4 8, 9

Code of Conduct performance 4.16, SO3 10

Quality performance   

Targets for environmental performance, Code of Conduct & quality  8, 9, 10

Gri and Global Compact overview and index   
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bringing products to market   

Customer satisfaction 4.16, PR5  

Responsible marketing PR6, PR7  

Brand associations and partnerships: PR6, PR7  

Transport optimization EN29  

Targets for bringing products to market   

sustainable play   

Product safety   

Product recalls PR2  

Setting the standard for toy safety   

Safety in the digital world - LEGO Universe 4.16  

Consumer satisfaction 4.16  

Net Promoter Score® 4.16  

Handling complaints 4.16, PR8  

Guideline for armed minifigures   

Engaging parents 4.16, PR3  

The idea of playful learning   

Targets for sustainable play 4.16, PR8  

end-of-life   

The wider community   

Lobbying 4.13, 4.16, SO5  

Our approach to responsible tax   

Our climate concerns EN6  

The LEGO Foundation EC10  

Care for Children in Need 4.16, EC10  

Care for Education 4.16, EC10  

Care for LEGO Local Communities 4.16, EC10  

Special programs 4.16, EC10  

performance data 2.8, 4.16, EN1, EN4, EN8, EN22, hR2, LA1, 
LA7, PR2, PR5, PR8, EC1, EC10

1-6, 8, 10

The basis of the report   

Scope 3.6  
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Progress Report
In the Progress Report you will find detailed information on the 

progress of the LEGO Group’s work within environmental, social and 

governance (ESG) areas in 2010. 

The Progress Report also serves as the annual communication on 

progress required by UN Global Compact.  

http://www.LeGO.com/eng/info/

Annual Report
In the Annual Report you will find detailed information on  

the LEGO Group’s financial results in 2010.

http://www.LeGO.com/eng/info/
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